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P R E F A C E 

This dissertation is an examination of the Superpower 

Summit diplomacy under Reagen and Gorbachev and its 

impact' on the changing international contextof peace-

building. 

In the first chapter I have dealt with Gorbachev's 

peace strategy in ~orne detail since it is directly relevant 

to the relations and interactions for the future direction 

of international relations. The second chapter highlights 

the relationship between peace initiatives and Soviet 

"new thinking" without which it would have been difficult if 

not impossible to pick up the threads again after the 

collapse of detente. The third chapter deals with the 

changing world scenario to which the basic perceptions and 

conceptions of the two summit pa~tners haveto be related 

as they move forward to a framework for the future. The 

fourth chapter is a case study of the ~NF Treaty which 

points to the common ground on strategic relations. In the 

concluding chapter the Reagen-Gorbachev summitry is assessed 

to extent the horizons of international political analysis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this study is to identify the main 

factors in the Reagen - Gorbachev summitry and to assess their 

potential for peace-building. 

The processes of summitry can be related to the quality 

of the decisions which emerge from the negotiations between the 

principal decisions-makers. In the present case the compelling 

vision of Gorbachev was conveyed through his commitment to the 

solution of problems which resulted in an impasse in US Soviet -

relations. Despite the intensity of conflict over many issues, 

Gorabchev developed new forms of interaction with Reagen on the 

basis of his authority and legitimacy as the person in complete 

command of Soviet foreign policy. Once he committed himself to 

a certain line of action, say in favour of disarmament, there 

was no question of the Soviet military establishment coming in 

the way of even the most far-reaching prosposals. Ofcourse the 

central role of Reagen in arranging the circumstances of the 

summits is equally obvious. But it would be legitimate on balance 

to justify a determining role to Gorbachev on shaping the agenda 

of the summits in a manner which has resulted in some of the 

following developments which should prove to be fruitful in the 

future : the successful conclusion of the INF Treaty: the pro

gress in surmounting the verification issue; the agreement to 



create a nuclear risk-reduction centre; the provision for advance 

notice of ballistic missile test launches; the commitment to 

observe the ABM Treaty; improvement in compliance with the Test 

Ban and Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaties. Gorbachev's 

behaviour pattern at the summit level has led to the dimunition 

of confrontational exchanges and the commitment to building a 

stable cooperative relationship between the two Superpowers. The 

perceptual framework that has provided the underminning to 

Gorbachev's efforts at the summit is so radically different that 

it has often been viewed with suspicion. His seriousness in 

saving mankind from the threat of nuclear war is a powerful personal 

factor which has over time developed a curnrnulative process for 

strengthening the psychology of peace. Robert A. Hinde lists 

the following ten steps towards acheiving cooperative international 

relations in place of mutual fear and mistrust : 1. Promotion 

of a common appreciation of the risks and wastefulness of the 

current situation, inclu&ng the disastrous consequences to both 

sides of a nuclear war. 2. Promotion of a general appreciation 

that alternative styles of international relations are possible. 

3. Creation of a new ethic in international relations. 4. The 

involvement of third parties, perhaps through a strengthened 

United Nations. 5. Increasing familiarity with the other side. 

6. Positive efforts by Governments to personalise those who live 

under other system. 7. Trust cannot be imposed exogenously, but 



its indogenous growth must be promoted. 8. Moves towards the 

building of trust made by the other side must be reinforced. 

9. The building of trust between groups will be facilitated by 

the building of trust between governments and individuals; and 

10. The expansion of social conscience to embrace the whole 

world. 1 

Gorbechave"s weltanchaung invests all the ten points 

mentioned above with considerable significance, and he has 

created an atmosphere at all his summits which has gained him a 

very high degree of credibility. To bring about a dra~atic 

reduction in tension between the superpowers. Gorbavhev had no 

hesitation in giving up the unrelenting positions adopted by his 

predecessors in relation ·to the situations in Afganistan, 

K&~puchea, Nicaragua, Angola, Namibia and elsewhere. At home he 

started revamping and democratising the political structure in 

order to secure the collective support of the masses and the 

intellectuals. 

Conflics between the Soviet Union and the United States 

will be disappear. It is, however, evident from the preliminary 

assessment of the conduct of summit diplomacy that the need for 

peaceful competition has been accepted by both sid~s. 

1. Robert A. Hinde : "Trust, Cooperation, Commitment and International 
Relationships: Current Research on Peaceand Violence (Tampere Finland) 
2-3/1987, pp. 88-90) 



The Reagan-Gorbachev summits (Geneva to Moscow) marked 

a genuine break in the closed circle of the Nuclear arms race 

and the beginning of a serious effort to avoid its undesirable 

outcomes. It is clear that the since 1917 the Russian Revolution, 

the US-Soviet relationship has evolved through~~v eral phases, 

including a period of minimal contaet, a wartime alliance, an 

intense cold war, hopes for detente, and disappointments when 

the competitve aspects of the relationship proved dominant. 

During most of this period, the Soviet approach to the 

world their marxist-Lenimist ideology, vast military buildup and 

pattern of interventionist activism abroad and repression at 

home-made the US-Soviet relationship essentially an adversarial 

one, integrated only by a mutual acknowledgement of the need to 

avoid nuclear war. The parameters set by Gorbachev has increas-

ingly allowed greater freedom at home in the context of Perestroika 

(restructuring) and glasnost (openness), and promised greater 
. 

restraint and a less threatening military posture abroad. Should 

these trends continue and become irrevessible fact, the basic 

nature of the US-Soviet relationship could be altered profoundly. 

The withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan, support 

for settlement of regional conflicts, implementations of the 

Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty and announced 
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unilateral cuts in Soviet conventional forces, and moves towards 

internal democratization etc. all have consequences, which are 

favourable to a general movement towards an open it peaceful 

international order. 

In the introduction to his political report to the 27th 

Congress of the CPSU, Mikhail Gorbachev said, 

"A turning point has arisen Not only in 

interrral but also in external affairs. 

The change in the development of the 

contemporary wcrld are so profound and 

significant that they require a rethink

ing and comprehensive analysis of all its 

factors. The Situation of Nuclear con-

frontation call for new approach, methods 

and forms of relations between different 

social systems states and region" 
2 

How has this chanee in the Soviet Union come about in a 

country such as the Soviet Union, where social, economic, and 

cultural forces are largely subordinated to political consider

ation? these changes in the Soviet Union are taking place become 

a new leader took the reins to power and found them either 

desirable or necessary to change the distribution of power in 

pursuit of his gwn self-inte::rest Although the transition in 

leadership was a necessary course of the changes, it was far from 

2. Charles Glickman, : New thinking on security in Soviet East- European 
Survey, Westview Press USA -1988, P. 86-87. 



sufficient. Six major factors combined to bring them about: 

1) The domestic performance of the Soviet System in the 

BreZhnev era: 

2) The new requirements for Soviet economic Growth; 

3) The changed nature of Soviet Society and the conditions 

for its stability; 

4) The character and consequence of the technological 

revolution; 

5) The deter,ioration of the International position of the 

Soviet Union; 

6) And finatljr, the ascent not only of a new individual but 

of an entire new political generation to leadership"3 

A constructive dealogue over the configuration of strategic 

interest characterised the historic meeting between the General 

Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev, and U.S. President Ronald Reagan 

at Geneva on Nov. 19-21, 1985. The Soviet side conducted that 

dialogue in the spirit of the new thinking, and the essence 

of the question under consideration was discussed in an atmosphere 

of openness and respect, taking into account the interest of 

other side. Despite the presence of serious difference on a 

number of key issues at the Geneva talks, agreement was reached 

on the necessity to improve Soviet- American relations, and the 

3. Seweryn Bialer : Gorbachev's Program of Change : Sources, signficance 
Prospect Political Science Quartly, Vol,103, No.3, fall 1988, P. 405. 



International situation as a whole. 

The basic principle of the new thinking was clearly ex

pressed in the joint statement, which said that the USSR and the 

USA "have agreed that a nuclear was cannot be !lon and must never 
II 

be fought. Recognising that any ~onflict between the USA & USR. 

could have catastrophic consequence, they emphasised the import-

ance of preventing any war between them, whether nuclear or 

conventional. Neither side would not seek to achieve military 

superi oa:ri ty .. 

The Bernard Brodie, Thomas Schelling, and many other have 

noted, what is significance about Nuclear weapons, is not 

'overkill' but mutual kill. That is no country could win an 

all out nuclear war, not only in the ser:-se of coming out of the 

war better than it, but in the sense of being better off fi~ting 

than making concession, needed to avoid the conflict. The effect 

of nuclear weapons on superpower politics spring from the fact 

that the devastation could occur extremely quickly, within a 

matter of days or even hours. This is not to argue that a severe 

crisis or the limited use of force-even nuclear force - would 

inevitably trigger total destruction, but onlY that this in a 

possibility that cannot be dismissed". 4 

In preparing for the Jan 1985 Gromyko- Shultz meeting 

the U.S. devised a 'strategic concept' for the upcoming U.S. 

4. Bernard Brodie (ed) : The absolute weapons Atomic Power and world order 
(New York : Harecourt- Brace 1946) Thomas Schellus; Arms and influence 
(New Haven: Yale University Press 1966). 



Soviet negotiation in Geneva on Nuclear defense and space weapons. 

Paul Natze describe it in feb. 1985 an follows -

fiDuring the next ten year, the U.S. Objective, 

is a radical reduction in the power of existing 

and planned offensive nuclear arms, as well as 

the stablization on of the relationship between 

offensive and defensiVe nuclear arms. Whether 

on earth or in space. We are even now looking 

forward to a period of transition to a more stable 

world, with greatly reduced level of nuclear arms 

and enbanced ability to deter war based upon an 

increasing contribution of non-nuclear defenses 

against offensive nuclear arms. This period of 

transition would lead to the eventual elimination 

of all nuclear arms, both offensive and defensive. 

A world free of nuclear arms is an ultimate object.

,ive to which we the Soviet Union, and all other 

nations can agree".
5 

The Geneva talks covered a whole range of nuclear and 

space issues and the state of diplomatic negotiations on other 

aspect of disarmament, barring and eliminating chemical weapons, 

reducing armed forces and armaments. It created the prerequisite 

for further progress in Soviet American relations, primarily 

for the second meeting betweeni:them, which later took place in 

Reykjavik. 

5 • Pa u 1 Nit z e : On the road to a more stable peace, current policy, 

No. 657, washington, D.C., Burean of Public Affairs, u.s. Dept of 

State Feb.20, 1985. 



The Reykjavik talks between Mikhail Gorbechev and President 

Reagan were held on Oct. 11-12, 1986 in the capital of Iceland. 

The Soviet position was based in the statement of Jan 15, 1986, 

and a desire to conduct a constructive dialogue taking into account 

the interest of the partner. In Reykjavik the Soviet Union 

introduced set of proposal on the phased elimination of nuclear 

weapons. It tabled a whole package of important measure which, 

if adopted would have signalled the start of a new epoch in the 

life of humanity, the epoch of a nuclear free world. The topic 

of discussion was not simply to limit nuclear armaments as it _ 

was in the SALT-I, SALT-II, and other treaties, but the 'elimin-

ation' of nuclear weapons or a comparatively short period of time. 

Everlastinp- the results of the talks in the Reyk_iavik. Mikhail 
I 

Gorbachev emphasised that it was indeed a breakthrough, Reykjavik 

was not just another round of negotiation, but rather a moment 

of turth, an opportunity arose to embark upon the path leading 

to a world without nuclear weapons'. ( M. Gorbechev). 

The Soviet package of measure on eliminating nuclear 

weapons contained a number of large scale proposals. The 

Prospects concerning the radical SO% reduction of strategic 

offensive weapons and their consequerces complete elimination 

by the end of the 20th century. 

Proposal on the elimination of INF missile in Europe, with 

in subsequent extension to other region of the world;. 
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Proposal on strictly abiding by the regime set down in 

the 1972 ABM Treaty and barring the test in outer space 

of all space based elements of antimissile defence; 

Proposal on b~ing and stopping N. Weapon tests the fact 

that the USSR remained flexible contr.ibuted to an under

standing being reached between the USSR and the USA, on 

solving the issue of strategic offensive armaments and 

medium range missile. The viability and scope of the 

summit was favourably effect by the special role of 

Gorbachev in outling the opportunity to radically, reduce 

and later completely eliminate nuclear weapons. 

However, that opportunity was not translated into a 

concrete agreement, because of the inflexible stand taken by the 

United States on ~I. The American side insisted in the right 

to test everything related to SDI both in the laboratory and in 

outerspace. 

Another there were sharp differences at the Summit talks 

in Reykjavik, the agreement that came out and it was important 

and essential. USSR Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze em-

phasised that at the meeting " an agreement in principle was 

reached on the entire package of measure of nuclear disarmanent, 

with the exception of one - the SDI issues". The talks were 

significant because both sides agreed to eliminate all nuclear 

devices, within the span of ten years. 



The rapid but balanced diplomatic activity of the USSR 

and the USA, that took place on account of informalcoordination 

by both sides, paved the way for the success of the Washington 

summit talks in Dec. 1987. 

The agreement on the establishment of nuclear Risk-reduction 

centre singed by Eduard Shevardnadze and George Shultz in 

Washineton on 15, 1987 has a positive influence on promoting test 

in the military field and reaching an agreement in the main 

principle of INF Treaty. 

The main result of the Soviet - American talks in Washington 

was that an agreemnt, was reached in principle on concluding the 

INF Treaty. It was reiterated that all nuclear washeads on 

missile with a range from 500-5000km. Should be eliminated 

within the span of time,set down in the proposed treaty. The 

arrangement for implementing the agreements, the volume and 

methods of control and verification, and other principal provision 

were also agreed upon. 

A wild range of issues concerning Sovier American 

relations, were discussed in the course of the talks in Washinton 

(Dec 7-10, 1987). In the joint statement the two leader reiterated 

that "they will continue to be guided by their solemn conviction 

that a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought. They 



are determir.ed to prevent any war between then, whether nuclear 

on conventional. They will not seek to achieve military 

superiority. 

The Washington Summit had a favourable impact on the ex-

pectations and calculations of the two sides. The following 

features endow it with a special significance?. They are-

1) Its goals, the elimination of two classes of USA & Soviet 

Nuclear Weapon. 

2) The Novelty and scale of the envisaged control measure; 

3) Its vital contribution to strengthening International 

stability in the world as a whole; 
c:\ 

4) The possibility, it was reveled, of changing course from 

the arms race towards disarmament, that in of reversing 

the existing tendencies in world politics; 

5) The fact that,it introduces the new thinking in a major 

field of world politics, which is of great significance 

for the Soviet concept - of the new thanking and of 

action in several; 

'A Dialogue with a long-time horizon was the key message 

of the Moscow Summit (May 29 - June 1988). The Regan-Gorabchev 

joint statement spell out the imperative why the dialogue has 

to endure " becati~~it is based on realism and focussed on the 



the achievements of concreate result. It can serve as constructive 

basis for addressing not only the problem of the present but of 

tomorrow and the next century. 

The most important event at the Summit was· the exchange 

of instruments of ratification of the treaty (INF). The rati

fication was not just a formality - it had to go through the 

US Congress, when the two summiters signed the protocol for 

the exchange of ratification instruments. The Soviet leader 

M. Gorbachev made the profound claim that " The Era of Nuclear 

disarmament begun•; President Reagan also characterised the INF 

treaty "as the first true nuclear arms reduction treaty in history 

calling for the elimination of an entire class of US and Soviet 

miss il en. 

It is not just a control but the actual elimination of 

a class of nuclear weapons, voluntarilly agreed by the super

powers. There will be mutual Verification of the destruction 

of the missile, by the official team of the two countries. The 

ratification of INF Treaty brings out in bold relief that ; the 

two chief military power of the contemporary world have come to 

realise that the nuclear weapon could be contemplated only at 

the peril of total annihilation of humankind. President Reagan 

while addressing the student of Moscow University spoke about 

his dream to see the end of all nuclear weapons. When Soviet 
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leader Mikhail Gorbachev joined the Indian Prime Minister in 

calling for "a nuclear weapon free non-violent world" in Delhi 

in Nov. 19, 1986. 

At a, time when the world was overly pes.simistic about the 

preservation and consolidation of peace in the world. The Reagan· 

Gorbachev Summitry held to find ways and means to move towards 

systematic peace and universal human goals. 



C H A P T E R - I 

THE GORBACHEV STRATEGY IN PERSPECTIVE 
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THE CHANGING CONTEXT OF AMERICAN-SOVIET INTERNATIONAL POLITICS --------------------------------------------------------------

The Regan-Gor.tia'cfiev/ summit, meeting in Geneva 1985, 

has started a new relationship between both the super powers. 

It is also known as a new era in the International Relations 

because after a gap ot six tense years it raised hopes for 

a revival of detente and more immediately in a visible way 

constitued a positive step in the listless nuclear arms 

control talks between the two side. 

In keeping with past practice, G~rbachev presented 

his new disarmanent-proposals with the objective of a step 

by step and consisted prpcess of ridding the earth of nuclear 

weapons, to be implemented and completed within the next 

fifteen years.before the end of this conntury. It .iisi:just 

about :.fi;rsttime, that he has proposes actually eliminating 

nuclear weapons. Never before such great gesture were made 

for peace as the Mikh~il Gorbechav has done with the sole 

aim of banishing the fear of a nuclear holocaust. 

Besides the reversed soviet~American di~logue the 

mest significant f~ctor which has kept up peoples faith in 

) 

disamament is the radical new think~ng on security ~ssues. 

This new thinking in the Soviet Union has been symbolized 

by Mikhail Gorbachev who has kep~ up a barrage of peace 

proposals such as nuclear free world by the tunn of the 
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reaching reforms~ He has suecesstully pro~ected the idea 

that the fundamental impetus tor change lies in the gravity 

and magnitude of the challenges the Soviet Union faces~ 

These are not new challenges~. Indeed western scholars have 

openly and Sov~et scholars in Samizdat have long catalogued 

the mounting political, Economic and social problems, conf~ 

renting successive Soviet leaders~ The new Soviet realism 

proceeds from the recognition that the Soviet system tllhat 

' Garbachev inherited was 11 Thus the-~Soviet .. ~~<bmmu:pist;-pazrt.yL~~; 

having marked by a gross failure in political management in 

an over all sense, and economic suffered a serious loss of 

initiative under Brezhnev, Shackled with a hypercentralized 

stalinist administrative system that establishes production 

quotas, set prices, and controls labour and investment, the 

Soviet economy was unreceptive to innovation, grossly inefti~ 
-
c~ent; and steadily stgnating~ Soviet manufactured goods 

which suffer from poor quality and dated technology were 

losing and in foreign markets not only Western products but 

also to exports from the newly industrialized countties 11 

Gorbachev demonstrated that he was prepared to 

learn from past mistakes and like Lenin, he believed that 

'' in creating the new worldt we will have to modify, alter 

and start from the beginning again and again 11 Gtiided by a 

pr(lgmatic assessment of the gap between desired ends and 
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Moscow and Washington were to overcome the intractable 

conditions which were holding up the general transformation 

process which the world seemed to need. The Gorbachev regime 

mobilised its political will to achieve new and effective 

means of ensuririg~ international political stability and 

equilibrium between the two super powers. The intriguing 

question was whether Goroachev could overcome through his 

summitry the frozen attitudes without increasing the danger 

or unt0r-seen dis~sters~ 

1. IUE HISTORICAL PROCESS OF AMERICAN-SOVIET PEACE 

.\·BUILDING AND GORBACHEV 'S LEGACY 
~--~-~~~~------------~---~-----

When Gorbachev cS~me to power he saw that his most 

urgent tasks not in precipitate action, but in formulating 

policy documents and particularly the party programme, which 

would contain recommendations ~bout future domestic policy 

and about the position of the Soviet Union in the world. In 

General Gorbachev introduced very few social and political 

changes in hi~ first years in office. This retects the inst-

icts of a professional party official who that;; liberalization 

or democratisation may turn against him, unless supported by 

adquate institutional backing. 

Gorbachev's charisma, political savvy, and strong 

leadership significantly improved the prospects for far-
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and available means; the new Soviet leadership was prepared 

to exercise hard choices and was searching for policies 

that world yield the highest pos~ible pay offs1 ~ 

Other policy innovations associated with pereskr.o:i:k$, 

and glasnost, such as the new emphasise on performance ( esp-

ecially disci'pline, efficiency, and accoumtability were .1. 

disigned to rejuvenate Soviet Society, and restore confide~ 

nee in the system. Of course the reforms would prove suffi~ 

ciently effective to avert long term systemic decline the 

Soviet Union depared from old r~gidities. Gorbachev told 

a group of editiors in early l988u we are for openness~·· 

without limits~ but openners in the interest of socialismt• 

similarly the process of democratization is more an instru-

ment to serve the larger goal of economic reform that an 

end in itself. 

The Stalinists legacy in international !elations 

was reflected in the persistent objective ot Moscow~s 

policy to mount political pressures on Washington and to 

threaten retaliation whenever American actions became 

i~tolerable. Ofcourse in practice Soviet leaders often 

displayed considerable pragmatism, but there was clear 

evidence of a Soviet mind~set which had developed powerful 

incentives to consider United States-Soviet frictions as 

1. cynthia, Robert, :. The new Realism and the old Rigidities f. Gorbachev' s 
STRATEGY IN PERFECTIVE 1 THE Washington Quarterly, (Cambridge, sulTilT!er 
1988 pp. 2l3.231 
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normal and to regard the enemy image as basic to the formu~ 

lation of foreign policy tasks. Stalin~s successors could 

modify this legacy to a limited extent under the new 

circumstances they faced. Kru~chev developed a moment~m in 

both domestic and foreign affairs in his efforts to erode 

the Stalinist personality cult. Brezhnev talked about the 

new correlation of forces in the world and attempt to for~ 

mulate the code of detente with Nixon, but could not break 

the old pattern of viewing the u.s as an enemy of mankind 

and a source of capitalist subversion~ It is only with 

Gorbachevts accession to supreme leadership that perestroika 

and uskorenie are linked to a stable international enviro~ 

nment and lasting peace between W~sbington and Moscow. 

2. ECQNQMIC VERSUS MILITARY POWER 

Central,·to the ~esurgence of real politics ~nder 

Gorvachev is the recognition that economic power looms ever 

more importantly in international polities and that without 

it the Soviet Union connot sustain its world power status 

in the twenty first century. The Soviet take pride in 

their present superpower standing and gJob~l influence but 

worry that such economic and technological giants as Japan 

may exert more influence in the future. The linkage between 

domestic economic imperatives and foreign relations was 
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also evident in Soviet intere$t in reducing 1.
1 the cost 

' 
of empiren~ particularly those as13oeiated with an activist 

revolutionary foreign polic~ in the third world 11
• The 

enhancement of the pro~itabi;I.ity of toreign policy.was 

a new concept in characterstie Gorb•ehetian language~ 

The Gorbachev and Snevardnadze has both demonstrated 

remarkable skill in revam~.ing the 1:'it:y:te and tenor of Soviet 

diplornac:y~ In addressing foreign audie~Ges, the Geheral 

Secret•~Y and other officials repeatedly have insisted 

that Soviet foreign policy would be handled fun a manner 

that would not heighten controntrtion t that i:Uoological 

differences between Socialist and capitalist states should 
·, 

not preclude cooperation to resolve such pressing global 

problem as nuclaar disarmament, and that reliance on 

military torce to so'lve disputes should be abandoned. 

S)o too has he embraced a variet:y ot pragmatic iiilri.d.Jii.ia t·±ve 

including arms control concessions and a markcid warning 

o~ relation towards Western Europe in the hope of 

securing, i~creased joint ventures • 

. , 

The revolutionary tervourwhich marked the entry of 

the' Soviet Union into the international politj:cal system 

could not provide insights how the economic and military 

sectors were structurally related~ Under the most favourable 

circumstances the Sdviet Union could not have indefinitely 
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' 

postponed tb.e unav.oidable-'di;Lemmaa wb.icll were created by 

agriculatural stagnation and ma:t.:f·unctioning of industry 

while the regime sought to porj'ect its military power abroad. 

It is a striking feature of Gorbacbevts leadership that 

not only has he rejected stalinist terror like Kruschev,-

' 

but he has foeussed Soviet ambitions on overcoming eocon~mic 

stagnation and leading the country to high economic and 

techna-scienti!ic achievements. His goa;t.s are consistent 

with reduced hopes and expectations on the deployment of 

military force, while safeguarding Sovietc· national security 

in an overall sense.. His economic modernisation programme 

may be upset by unforseen circumstances~ But a determined 

and coherent strategy can only be :formulated on the basis 

of interdependencies which help in !ul:filing economic needs 

of the Soviet people and also provide incentives ~dr contro~ 

!ling the arms race with the United States. 

3. RECONGNITION OF MUTUAL SECURITY 

· Gorbachev seeks an enduring international security 

envivonment that is more comprehensive and more effective. 

National security policy is another critical realm where 

compelling external factors have lad top Soviet officials 

and numerous academic specialist ot wrestle with old 
., 

rigidities~ In particular they obviously have thought a 
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great deal about how to prevent a nuclear war. Gorbachev 

himself has expanded significantly on his predecessors 

acknowledgement that there can be no winner in a ~uclear 

war, which would be a catastrophe for civilization. In 

several speeches he has emphasized that security can only 

be mutual the insecurity of one $ide will diminish the 

security of both super powers ~or u the fears and anxieties 

of the nuclear age engender unpredictability in policy and 

concrete actions. 

Be~ond recognizing that the imperatives of the nuclear 

age require mutual security and the prevention of nuclear 

was, Gorbachev apparently in one of :;few world leaders who 

truly grasped the implications o! the $ecurity dilemma. 

The recognized implicitly that the pursuit of absolute 

unilateral security is not only unattre;jinable but also: rebounds 

to the USSR's d~sadvantage br eneouraging Western rearm-

aments..- Although, international. circumstances are more 

likely to impede the prospects for revolutmoning and endu~ 

ring changes in Soviet foreign and defense policy~ 

Certainly the Soviet~Union has progressively acquired 
----------~----~--~·-·~·~--~·-

'd 

2. Andrew c. Goldberg : The present Turbulances in Soviet 
mil i tery Doctrine the Washington Ouartl 'J summer 1988, 
pp. 159-68.' 
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a state in an international order at once completely 

rejected Gorbachev also seeks to expand Soviet ~ntegration 

into the international system and to play a more useful 

role in resolving golbal problems. Yet the pressures of 

bipolarity linger and are reinforced by diminished but still 

tangible ideological predispositions.as evidenced in Soviet 

support, however restrained foi Angola, Nicaragua and 

other marxist Leninist regime, in the Soviet handling 

of the Iran-Iraq war, in Soviety unwillingness to tolerate 

major political disruption in Eastern Europe ; and general 

Soviet infl~xibility on host of other critical issues. 

Second, if as the world becomes more multipolar, 

there may well be more uneertainly and less stability~ 

In particular of, the Soviet Unions global status and 

power decline precipitously some Soviet leaders may be 

more tempted to exploit international opportunities and. 

less willing to make concessions to adversaries. 

Gorbachev has distanced himself from the adventurism 

implied in such scenarios 
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4. THE MOMENTUM OF CHANGE IN SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS: 
-~--~----------------------------------------------

FROM REAGEN'S ''EVIL EMPIRE" CONCEPT OT A NEW APPROACH 
-------------------------------------------------~---

TO EAST - WEST DEVELOPMENTS 
-~--------~----------------. 

The momentimum of change in Soviet policy has 

helped to chang' the R~agan's messianic approach towards 

Soviet Union as an 'evil empire'. The new formulation 

of ,'§.oviet foreign pol icy focusses on a new Ebpproach to 

East-West development at the 27th CPSU Congress, Mil{l.hail 

Gorbachev formulated an entirely new apparoach to world 

affairs, from 1985,onwards he projected a new diplomacy 

of global confidence ~ building and cooperations. Its 

~hree main new approaches.~-

1. Rebuilding a realistic detente with the u,s, 

aimed at ridding the world of the spectre of 

Nuclear ann__ihilation; j 

2. Finding ways and means to resolve regional 

conflects; 

3, Promoting economic and technolo~ical cooperation 

between and among nations on a global seale~ 
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IMPAGr OF GORBACHEV 

It is relevant for our discussion to relate the 

impact of Gorbachev to the popular aspirations of the maj. 

ority of the Soviet peof'le and the elite groups which are 

eager to move away from the paths which have been taken 

by conservative and totalitarian elements, As any other 

political actor Gorbachev has sought to strengthen his 

position both at home and abroad\ Eis whole project of 

democratic reform makes good not only in terms of moral 

values but in relation to the current demands of the new 

Soviet elites Which have come into t>eing as a result of 
' 

the programme of industrialisation and economic development. 

These elites have been dissa tis:fied with both i;the domestic 

and external policies o:f the SQviet establishment which 

have exacerbated social con!l.icts at nome.~and created 

tensions abroad. As a good communist, Gorbachev retain 

' 
an overridig interest in maintaining the primacy of the 

Communist party of the· .soviet Union but ne does not think 

this should come in tne way of the release of democratic 
' •. 

forces at all levels of society. This is c:J,early evident 

from the large number of new associations which have been 

formed in the Soviet Union since he came ot power, The 

practical urgency with whicn Gorbacnev has advocated univer~ 

salistic values of democracy and ~table peace is evident 
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in his rejection of conservative ideologues, in his stru~ 

ggle against bureaucratic vested interests, in h&s rejec~ 

tion of the narrow framework of class interest in his 

from above, in h±s redefinition of national liberat~on, 

In his peace proposals for regional conflitts and in his 

use of preventive diplomacy. 

1. OVERCOMING THE CONSERVATIVE IDEOLOGUES 
----------------------~---------------

Finally, the interactive link vetween international 

condition and domestic political factors may well sustain 

the competitive tendencies in Soviet behaviour more than 

it bolsters the new trends towards moderation for instance 

the need to contain nationalist unrest at home and in 

Eastern Europe could excerbate conservative hardline 

tendencies irt Soviet Politics. Gorbacbev has insured 
·-

himself against such outcomes by outflanking the conserva-
' 

tives and putting them on the defensive. His new think!ng 

has extended to building a new architechtonics of peace, 

detente and internal retorms and showing as entirely 
; ' ' 

irrelevent to the new:Irit~rnatiol').al epviroMl'!ent. Gorbachev 

has maintained a centrist position br rest,ining those 

who wan ted· · to accelerate the pace ot· reform beyond 

optim~m proportions~ 
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2. CONFRONTING ·THE POLITICAL AND BUREAUCRATIC VESTED 
----------------------------------------------~-~ 

INTERESTS 
--------~41! 

The Soviet system ha~ e~:rned the reputation of a 

bureaucratic setup in which there is no accountablity .. to 

the public,, The large bureaucracy to a large extent 
' 

monopolies the game of politics, The new Soviet leadership 

drawing up the agenda for chang.e that ,·has faced a formidable 

aecumulation of r.>roblem ini.t}lis O'L\reauc;ratic pyramid. 

To overcome the burea~c:ratic confrontation and enlist 

a broader public support, Oorl:>a~hev has not hesitated to 

propose' ~a number of reforms whicn; resemble Western models 
., 

He has promised_,itc).,1J,ln'lproV:ed respect tor the civil rights 

and liberties of ordinary citizens; greater press freedoms 

and openness from Soviet officialdom'/ more internal party 

democracr, and shift of power awaf from the party and State 
.. 

bureaucracies to the USSR supreme Soviet and local Soviets 

This fomzs. 'on domestic retorm as the nat ion:'l:S;; 

highest priiority bas bad imp0il'tant implication for national 

security pol .tcy._ First;· it !:\as put a premium on constraining 

defense spending, Asserting that the tm~e index ot a nation~s 
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security is to be found in the sophistication of the 

science and technology, he rejected the the nation, that 

more arms bring more security, Gorbachev announced in a 

7 Dec. 1988, speech before the United Nations Gen,Assembly 

that over the next two year the Soviet Union would Unilat-

erally reduce its armed forces by 500,000 persons. G0r~.rachev 

evidently seeking to reduce the weight of the military in 

the national security decision making process~ 

The decentralization of Economic planning and resouree 

allocation, will inevitablf wet!ken inte.rnal party and bureau ... 

cratic c~ntrol~ In accomodati~g itself to a non~socialist 

world economf:, the Soviet Union of~ourse risks,diluting 

its revolutionary fervour and coUlnlitments and " losing · 

its socialist soul 0 , 

3. GORBAC1IEVtS u REVOLUTION FROM ABOVE t• AND CHANGE 
--~~-----~-..---.... -------~-------~---~----------~--------~------~~ 
AND CONTINUITY IN SOVIET POLICIES -· ~--~~-----~--~-.------------------~--~--
Gorbachev•s polictes can be understood only in the 

light of the total ideological; historical, political and 

social contexts,' which he has inherited :from his predece..-

ssors whom he can not repudiate. 

3 • Mi,_cha.el Azo'""'cost : · Impl:fcatio~s· of Go;r):)achev for US..,.Soviet 
relation : Journal of Interfkational Aff'airs ( Nett York) 1 

Vol.42 1 ~o. 2, sprirlfJ 1:989 pp., 445·~57 
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There is no compelling reason to conclude that 

Gorvachev's foreign policy and military goals are subst~ 

antiallly different from those of his predecessors those 

goals are shiilped by a combination of a :;factor f marxist 

L~ninist ideology and the national interest of a traditional 

Russian nation ..... state with a certain historic sense of 

universal. 

'· 

The Go:ubachev proposal. of Jan 15·; 1986 it held 
·-

out the vagueprospects of vertic~tion by both National 

technical means and on-site inspecion~ It indicates a 

readiness to negotiation on chemical weapons, It called 

for the reduction,' within five to e:tgnt years, of Soviet and 

u.s strategic arsenals, to no more than 600 warheads, 

contingent upon the renun~c!i:ation of the develor>ment testing 

and deployment of ~pace stri~e weapons} In effect he seemed 

to be subscribing to Reaganls ~ero~zere option of Nov, 1981 •. 

' The Soviet Union under qorbachev can be expected 
~ 

to seek the same foreign policy and security o~jective as 

in the part, Tbus it will continue ~ 

To augment its military power relative to that, not only 
~ . ' 

of the u,s, but of all its potenti~l enemies ccmbined, 
" 

so that it may achieve e~ual_seeurity; not were parity 
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with its pri~cipal rival ; 

To strengthen its Economic, technological, and industrial 

base ; 

To do what it can, to weaken and divide the Western 

capitalist imperialist system;-

To work against emergence of a permament American -

Chinese coalition of Economic technological and milita~ 

To maintain control o! its ~ee~rity zone in E~stern 

Europe ; 

To reestablish its leaders~ip and dynamic image within 

the International camp o! Social is~m 

To demonstrate its capabilities as a world power of 

global mobility,· by interveping in foreign conflicts 

r:.. ,_,areas which suits its current policy purposesi 

To win international propaganda. battle which it is 

waging witl~ the us; 
,, 

Gorbachev most urgent task,~ of course is to·i:slow the 

momel'ltum of the strategic defence initiative (SDI) and 

pre~ent the US from gaining any significant military 

and technological lead as a rusult of its efforts in 

strategic defense researc~~ 

-~~---~~~~-·---~----~-·-·--·-·--

4. William, R~ Kinter : 
Department of State 
wintezr, ::/:988. 

Arms control : The American dilemma 
Bulleti-n, (Warsnington) Vol. 88, No. 21'32, 
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4. REDEFINING NATIONAL LIBERATION : -------------------------------
In Feb 1986, Gorbachev formally pledged support for 

" wars of national liberationu saying that encouraging 

revolution :froro.~outsidef azid,\doub+¥ rso i:byi:mi:Litary means ; 

in futile and inadmissible. His statements on this subject 

indicate mixed motivations of the Soviet decision-makers 

in relation to the Third world~ His distinctive contribuiton 

is in the direction of reducing emphasis on the use of 

force to overthrow regimes and replace them by Marxist ones. 

His effort has been to cut loses by winding up Havanats 

intervention in Angola and that of Vietnam in Kampuchea, 

His reinterpretation of the nation~l liberation doctrine 

helps to relate Soviet policy to broader aspects of the econo-

mic modernisation of Third world co~ntries and the help that 

can be given to them by the internationa~ community ot 

strengthen their roles in regional and international 

organisations, There bas accordingly been a clear shift in 
·-

Soviet rationale EiWay from the practice of deploying Soviet.'/ 

help merely to keep a Marxist government in power, Gorbachev 
·-

bas contin~ed to use the rhetoric of the Soviet Union~s 

international duty towards Marxist-Lenninist movements and 

regimes but bis commitment to an emerging peaceful world 

order has made him extremely loath to int~oduce elements 

of frictic>n with the ott:~er super pGwer mere:I,y out of a 
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feeling of community with regimes calling themselves 

Marxist. The logical consequence of such an interpretation 

is that the Soviet Union is eager to determine the viabi~ 

lity of Third world regimes not in abstract ideological 

terms but in relation to their political stability and 

their ability to pursue eoherent economic programmes~ 

5. PEACE PROPOSALS FOR REGIONAL CONF~ICTS : 
~~~--~~ ..... --~- .... ~------ ..... -..... --~-----~""11:"-~ ..... ~~~~-~-----~---

'~ An indii~p~msabJ.e c-sncl$t~b~ for estab)..iship, lastin9' 

International securit~ along. with real disarmament, 

is peaceful settlement o:f regi.<Pnal conflicts, which 

a<r€ like bleeding wouna on the bod'! of mankind. New 

thinking is the wa.1."):1 GOIJ!~pent of the policy in the 

fliield' of regional c:;onflicts q1 

·-
The development ot the international situation 

can only take a turn for better of disarmament, the easing 

of tensions and mut~al trust are snared by all continents 

and all nations. Assuring peace and security in the As:ta 

and the Pacific especially imp9rtant, because the destiny. 

of all mankind depends largely on how the situation in 
- ' 

this extensive region evolves. Thousands of political 

' : ,_Jt I. 

5. Mark N •. Katz ~ Soviet r:n:ilitar'! pol.i:cy towards the third worlt! under 
Gorvachev, Praeger Publishers, New Yotik l'98 9. 

6. Alexender Kislov : The New poli't:ical thinking and Regional cont'licts 
worla Marxist Review,(!Jr:a<Jue)., t-ug •. 4.'989 •. 
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economic and other ties link Asia and the adjoining regions 

in the pacific and Indian Ocean to the rest of closely-

knit world • The situation in Asia and the Pacific is 

undoubtedly affected by the legacy of the past ~ifferences 

between the historical evolution of the nations territorial 

disputes and clashes of local interest. The present chall~ 

enges pose a far greater threat, though as the direct 

foreign military presence,here grows and as the nuclear 

weapons race spreads in the region. 

Mikhail Gorbachev, proposes pr9gramme for elimi-

nating nuclear and chemical weap~ns by tbe end of the 

current century, isharmonious with the sentiments of the !> 

people of Asian continent; tor ~om tbe problem of peace 

and security are no less urgent tha~ the people of 

Europe. The wholly implementation of the programme<tof 

peace proposals :tor regional Gonflict, would fundamentally 

change the situation in Asia, rid the nations in that patt 

o:t tbe globe as well as tbe :tear of nue~ear and chemical 

warfare, and bring secupity in that region to a qualita~~ 

tively new level 

6. PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY AND SUPER POWER RELATIONSHIP 
~-~~-'-!!"-~~------- ... ~---~~~-~ ... ~-~~~~-~~~-... ~~-~-~-~-... ~--~-~----~-~~~~~-

" The pervasive need for teqhon~onomic and socio-political 

refrom withe~ the Soviet Union creates pf?werful incentive 

for a relax-ation of tension, and for slow the arms race. 

The possibility now arises that a super power arms accord 
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might progressively denuclearize Europe. T.he success 

of warshington, Interm:i=diate Nuclear force treat~ 

( INF) , strengthen the UlUted·! states and Soviet Union ~is 

relationship and the acceptance of double zero optionsw
7 

The Jan~l986 documents to eliminate nuclear 
' 

weapons, however, much an instrument of propaganda, of super 

power .. to advance denucleariza t ion campaign ; it can also 

be read as plan for domestic reforms. An arms accord 

that slows the nuclear arms race and the pace of moderni-
-

sation, especially in defensi~e system' would relax the 

economic and technological burdefl. of. East-West conf:bict 
. ' 

without essentially underlying United States - Soviet 

Union parity'-

In last, ratification of th,e super P>ower missile 

accord for Europe, While est~blish,ip no weakening of Western 

defen:ses, still does not reduce the threat. The'§l'e threats 

can 0nly be dillninished by deep cuts in both categories 

of weapona:ry. Trade Off between East a11d West, while i\ 

never easr; one not enhan~ed by k~eping nuclear, non~ 

nuclear and economic negotiation and bargaining insulated 

from each, other 

Z. EdwaZ'd' A •. Kolodziez ~ British truc;lea)!'izati<m and European 
Denuclearization : challenge for American Policy • Atlantic 
community ~uartanlg ( washirig.tcm) Vol 26, rvos. 3 1 winter !988 
pp •. 315-19 •. 
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FORMAT OF THE STUDY 
-------------------

The de-ideologisation of foreign policy under 
~ 

Gorbaehev has made a consideraole difference to the analy~ 
~ 

ses ot the Soviet Union '·s su,mmit diplomacy, It was inevi..-

table; therefore, in this study that there should be a 

departure from the way in which the legacies of earlier 
' 

summit$ have been discussed, In line with the Marxist 

theory of imperialism and the Lennist views on international 

relations the Pre-Gorbachev su,mmits ~ere exam~les of ideo-

logical competition in one sef).se or the pther, We can 
- ~ 

perceive this clearly in the Krus~hev...,.Eisenhower summitry 
., 

and itt the Krusehev .... Kennedy meetittg in Vienna and the 

Kosygin~J0hnsott meeting at Gl~ssooro, The Nixon-Brezhnev 
' 

summits a.lthou~h productive ot a !l~rge number of agreements, 

could not be regarded as ex~mp:Les ot ideological coexistence. 
·~ .. 

Similarly th,e Brezhenev .... Ford Summit at Vladivostock and 
~ 

the 13rezh.nev....Carter summit at Vienna had a built-in ideo ... 

logical eompottent •. It is only as we approach the Gorbachev-
- ' 

Regen summit in Geneva in Noveml:;>ter ~985 that we can discern 

that _the ideological constructs no longer play:a.<ie:terrnining 

role in the superpower summitry. Ideological statements 

can still be tound but they n? longer effect the path of 
' 

negotiations, The building blocks ot Gorbaehevts diplomacy 

have been de...,.ideologised and the,'new context of Soviet-. 
--- -·• L 
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Ameiican politics can be seen in terms of ideological 

coexistence. 

The format of th~s study marks an important 

departure from the traditional focus in th- study of Soviet 

intennational relations especially in the ideological 
' 

dimensions, The rel~tionship of peace initiatives in 

Super power relations and Soviet new thinking, the changing 

world scenario in relation to international se.c-tiri'tyv-, and 

the rad·ical restructuring ir.npl icit in the INF Treaty, all 

are the result of the acceptance of pluralist trends which 
~ 

were a·ccelerated by the removal of ideological impediments 

to Soviet""iAmerical\ sur.nmitr~~- Soviet diplomatic positions 
~ 

under Gorvachev cannot be compre·nended by adhering to 

earlier SOviet perspectives~ The Gorbachev era is full 

of convulsions but it breaW.s entirely new ground. This 

study therefore concentrates on examining the new Soviet 

commitment to a fundamental transformation of international 

relat~ons and highlights the newly acquired flexibility 

in Soviety Eiummit ..... diplomacy, as a crucial factor in the 

enhanced Soviet-American cooperation in global and regional 

affarirs. 



C H A P T E R - II 

PEACE INITIATIVES AND SOVIET NEW THINKING 
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Mikhail Gorbachev has effectively challenged the un

ilateral and monolithic assumptions underlying the use of Soviet 

power by his predecessors. The new perspective on the use of 

Soviet power which Gorabchev has opened up the possibility for 

more peaceful and rel~xed developments at a time when Mankind 

is at ___ a crucial moment in history. After World War II, all 

life on earth is threatened by thermonuclear war. Nothing is 

more important and urgent than to assure peace and International 

Seeuity, to limit arms and achieve disarmam,'nt. The modern world 

has become too small and fragile for wars and policy of strength. 

The Gorbachev proposed progranune for abolishing weapons of ma:s_s 

destruction by the end of this century, and forming a comprehensive 

system of International seucrity, have received worldwide support. 

Confrontation between the two world system permeates the 

entire sphere of International relations, and Powerful military 

industrial bureaucratic complexes, have fuelled militarism. The 

ar~s race, power politics and the threat of force and implementation 

of their plans to militaiis~ space would have disastrous results 

by aggrav at•i.n.g:- :· milia try rivalry. 

The threat of nuclear war awakened massess throughout 

the world to the need, to work for peace. Peace movement have 

required imprecedented scale taking an specific forms in socialist~ 

capitalist and developing countries. This made the peace movement 
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a major factor of International relations, and exerted a endures 

influence on the alighment of the war and peace forces both in 

the World blocs. Peoples of East- and West want peace, secucity, 

disarmament and fruitful International cooperation. The community 

of their, aspirations makes up a very important foundation of the 

peace movement, and thus contributed to increases multipolarity. 

Scientists from both blocks ·began to play a big role in 

presenting a nuclear disaster through movements like the payable 

conference because their humanism is scientific, rather than 

abstract and is based on profound knowledge. They are competent 

to judge the danger posed by nuclear gambling in the world arena. 

They realised better than many others that detente and peaceful 

co-existence between the two world system was the only se~sible 

alternative to nuclear -missile war. 

In sum, both the U.S. and the Soviet Union had to respond 

to the various challenges;-'' as well as the opportunit'esthat the 

widespread sentiment of anti-nucleaiism~ created in both East 

and West. The new perspective was clearly stated at the 27th CPSU 

Congress 

"Our ideal is a world without weapon and violence. 

a world in which each people freely chooses its 

path of development,iis W:ay of life. This is an 

expression of the humanism of communist ideology.· 

of its moral values. That is why for the future 

as well as the struggle against the nuclear threat, 
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against the arms race, for the preservation 

and strengthening of Universal peace remaips 

the fundamental directions of the party's 
4 

activities in the International arena". 1 

1. DE-IDEOLOGISATION OF FOREIGN POLICY 

The fundamental position of the Soviet government before 

Gbrbachevi ~ ·innovations has been that in international relations 

the efforts of Moscow were consistently to develop the objective 
,, 

reality in terms of the "class struggle". This entreached out-
k. 

lool< on ideological competition in all international transactions 

produced considerable friction and irritation in world politics. 

During the most intense phases of the cold war, ideological 

rivalry assumed enormous proportions and precluded moderate and 

realistictendencies in diplomacy. The system transformation 

engendered by the Gorabchev-Reagen summitry could not have ~en 

envisaged in the absence of the de-ideoloisation of international 

relations which Gorbachev has promoted. Both Gorbachev and 

shevardnadze have looked at the role of diplomatic actors and 

events in a fremewc·rk in which the traditional conceptions of 

the revolutionary process do not prevail over the pragmatic efforts 

to contain the global rivalry of the superpowers through intensive 

rounds of negotiations. 

1. Gorev, Alexander : A Nuclear -Free Non-violent World , The world 

& your, Allied Publication Pvt. Ltd, \{pew Delhi )1987, pp 27-42. 
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2. LESSONS FROM THE DEMISE OF DETENTE 

American policy analysts have related the demise of detente 

in the pre-Gorabachev period to Soviet behaviour in the Third 

World. The Soviet comment on the U.S. foreign policy behaviour 

has ranged from denunciation of the inherent militarisitic 

character of American capitalism to a willingness to admit mutual 

responsibility for the damage to Soviet -American relations. 

Both sides have in practjt;·~e gained a more sophisticated under

standing of the linkage of issue areas and their interactions 

during the Reagen-Gorbachev summitry have been politically less 

volatile than in the past. The crucial lessons from the demise 

of detente have led to a genuine concern about the dangers of 

cleavages and misunderstanding which impede dialogue between the 

superpower. By adopting coherent global and regional approa(!hes 

Washington and Moscow are unlikely to interupt diplomatic inter~ 

course in the unfortunate manner in which it happened after the 

Afghanistan imbroglio. 

3. SPECIFIC APPROACHES FOR DE-ESCALATION AND REDUCTION OF 

INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT 

The Nuclear arms race had been among the main reasons 

behind the cold war which poisoned the world climate. But at 

the first summit in Geneva in 1985, agreements reached at a 

level, that there it was concluded that Nuclear war can not 
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be 1 
•· w·cm and should not be fought and that security can best 

be achieved by lowering the level of military confrontations. 

The Soviet- American summits are not only a step forward 

in lowering the level of military confrontation. They also 

herald a·future breakthrough in the overall process of disarmament. 

Emerging as an effective and regular forum of negotiations such 

meeting's can keep to promote the'vision of a peace order 

offerd by the peace movement, like east-west cooperation on 

a more constructive basis and creating enduring conditions for 

the next stage of detente. 

In 1985 Mikhail Gorbachev assumed the Soviet leadership, 

he came with a series of ideas to promote a disarmed world. 

Many of his ideas were not new, but it what was significant that 

his initiatives clarified many options which were under con

sideration in the security debate all over the world. 

He unilaterally imposed a moreatorium on Nuclear 

test in August 1985, for six months, the monatorium 

expanded to the end of the 1986. 

He imposed a 50 percent reduction in strategic weapons 

by the two super powers,during his visit to paris in 

Oct. 1985. 

He offered in Jan 1986 a comprehensive programme to 

eliminate nuclear weapons by the end of this century. 
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In June 1986 Gorbachev along with other leaders of 

Warsaw countries, made an appeal to reduce conventional 

forces by 25 percent in the early 1990's. 

At the Reykjavik summit meeting in Oct. 1986 he agreed 

with President Reagan to eliminate long range ballistic 

nuclear missile in the next ten years, in case the US 

agreed or not abondning the ABM-- Treaty for the same 

·period and limiting the SDI research to laboratories. 

He announced in Moscow on Feb 28, 1986 that Soviet Union 

was willing to sign 'without delay' our agreement to 

eliminate medium range nuclear missile from Europe within 

f
. 2 1.ve years. 

He indicated that his nroposals for a speeding deal would 

be desired from the tentative bargain he struck with President 

Reagan at Revkiavik Summit meeting. The deal called for disman-

ing Soviet-SS-20 missiles aimed at Western Europe, as well as 

Pershing - 2 and ground launched crcise missile deplayed in 

Western Europe. Gorbachev however, proposed during the address 

to the 27th CPSU Congress in the Feb 1986, that the Soviet Union 

is ready.":'- for strict onsite verification measures for arms: 

control agreements. He said Disarmament without monitoring is 

impossible, but also monitoringwithout disarmament is meaningless. 

At timet:-: critics have .b.lamed Gorbachev for not being more 

2 • Mehrotra 0 .N.; Gorbachev Foreign Policy, Strategic analysis (New Delhi) 
Vol 12, No. 1, April 1987, pp 25-38. 
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accomodating to Reagan on the issues of SDI. If both superpowers 

agreed on elimination of all long range ballstic nuclear missile 

and medium range nuclear missiles in Europe, there: would not be 

any need to deploy the space based missile defence system, argued 

the Soviet leadership. The USSR was only seeking a moratorium 

on field testing, and a total ban on SDI research. However, 

President Reagan made it clear that he would never bargain away 

his SDI programme for any arms control agreements. 

On Feb 25. 1986 Gorbachev said that " in the present 

situation there is no alternative to cooperation arid interaction 

between all states. He stressed that " conditions have arisen 

in which the confrontation between capitalism and socialism can 

take place only and exclusively in the forms of peaceful com-

petition~and peaceful rivalry. For us peaceful co-existence is 

a political course that the USSR intends to adhere to rigorously 

in the future too. He made it clear that his country does not 

want confrontation with the imperilist world, even on the question 

of liberation movement in the world. 3 

4 . FOREIGN POLICY AND PEACE BUILDING SHIFT IN ORIENTATION 

The Soviet concept of New Political thinking makes it 

easier to intigate International tension and to rid the world of 

mistrust and opens the way to a lasting peace. It is very important 

3. Ibid, pp. 28. 
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that this approach has been initiated by a prominent politicians 

representing one of the most powerful nations in the modern world. 

New thinking is an expression of creative approach and political 

boldness in tackling the major problem; the problem of war and 

peace. By~ng international politics away from danger~stero

types, Gorbachev provided shared values to all who favoured a 

radical shift in orientation. 

The Gorbachev proposals to create a nuclear free and non

violeat world by the end of this century, demonstrates a capacity 

to advance humanism in statecraft. This initQative, somewhat 

of a respite after the tension of recent years. Soviet proposals 

giv~s us hope that there is a way out of the nuclear impa~se, 

although the road to the realization of these goals will not be 

an easy. 

As it is clear that over the past decades the world has 

known periods of tensions and temporary relaxation, flare-ups 

of the cold war and relative than in the International climate. 

But one thing remained unchanged; the level of arms, primarily 

nuclear arms, kept rising, while the level of general security 

was declining. And now the first time, it was become possible 

to start moving in the opposite direction - not to an arms build 

up and not even to a mere arms freeze, but to cut in nuclear 

arsenals. 
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The Washington treaty provides for abolishing, just four 

to five percent of the deadly weapons. But it is no less, and 

even more; important that this is the first decisive steps to

wards a nuclear free worlds race. It creates a kind of initial 

infrastructre for disarmament and involves the mastering various 

instruments, forms and methods without which no further headwav 

can be made in this urocess. The Treatv has been signed bv the 

two countries but in fact there is everv reason consider it as L: 

"collective creation of international reason". 

FOR THE SURVIVAL OF MANKIND THREE-STAGE PLAN ·-

The Soviet peace - initiative in the International year 

of Peace 1986, have l~terally took the world by storm. On 15 Jan 

1986, the Mikhail Gorbachev pur forward a historic programme for 

the stage by-stage elimination of nuclear weapons. In this pro

posal he proceeded from the firm conviction that future security 

would be nuclear-free. He opened up a perspective of the next 

fifteen year which in three-stages of disarmament will ensure 

total nuclear disarmament, and end of other weapons of mass 

destruction. It is just about the first time that anyone has 

ever proposed actually eliminating nuclear weapons. According 

to the proposal, the first stage will be implemented within the 

next S-8 years beginning from 19;86. During this period the two 

superpowers will set an example for the other nuclear powers to 
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follow. In the first stage : -

A 50 percent reductions in Soviet and American Nuclear 

arms, capable of reaching each other's territory, and 

setting a limit of 6,000 warheads, for the remaining 

delivery vehicle of this type. 

A mutual pledge by the Soviet Union and US, Not to 

develope test or dep~.y strike weapon in space. 

A complete elimination by the Soviet Union and the U.S. of 

their ballistic and medium range crcise missible in Europe, 

combined with, not to supply strategic or medium range 

missile to other countries. 

In case the Gorbachev proposa~ for nuclear disarmament 

is accepted, the verification will be an instrument essential 

for its compliance. As far as machinary for verification of the 

implementation of nuclear test ban agreement is concerned , there 

are technical means to monitor violation of such an agreement. 

In the Second Stage : -

Gorbachev proposed that in the second stage which should 

start no later than 1990 and last for 5.7 years; the other nuclear 

~ power would begin to engage in nuclear disarmament. The first 

major step will be 

" To freeze all their nuclear arms and not to have them 

in the territories of other countries". It has been argued 
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widely that the first step towards nuclear arms control will be 

freezing, nuclear weapons at the present level before agreeing 

to further reduction. While the USSR has shown its keenness;to 

agree to such an agreement, the US has not welcomed the move. 

The radical proposals in the second state is that 

"All nuclear powers eliminate th_eir g actical nuclear 

arms, namely the weapons having a range of up to 

lOOOkm". 

This would require Britain, France and China to scrap 

their battlefield nuclear weapons. In the other words, all 

the nuclear weapons. countries will have to negotiate .and agree 

on elimination of :~ctical nuclear weapons. Hence according 

to the second proposals, both superpower will eliminate their 

medium range as well as iactical nuclear systems from the 

European theatre. Since the second stage involves all the 

five nuclear weapons countries, more problem are likely to be 

raised here. 

"A ban on the development of non-nuclear weapons based 

on new phsycial principles, whose destructive capacity 

is close to that of nuclear arms or other weapons of mass 

destruction". 

Since the proposals envisages nuclear disarmanent in 

the next 15 years, barring of nuclear weapons tested by all is 
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an essential part of the prosposals. If all countries agrees 

on nuclear disarmament, there should be no. di:Eficulting in 

enhancing the existing partial test ban treaty to a comprehensive 

test ban treaty, not withstanding French and Chinese non-

compliance of PTBT. 

In the Third Stage ·-

Stage three of the Gorbachev plan would begin no later 

than 1996. Acc?rding to the plan at this stage; 

" The elimination of all remaining nuclear weapons will be 

completed. By the end of 1999, there will be no nuclear 
, 

weapon on earth. A universal accord will be drawn up that 

such weapons should never again come into being". 

The ideal of achieving nuclear disarmanment may be corrunen-

dable but it be set with a number of problems. The Gorbachev 

proposal envisages on-site inspection, national technical means 

and other additional verification measure to reach an agreement, 

" Special procedure will be worked out for the destruction 

of nuclear weapons as well as the dismantling reequipment 

or distruction of delivery vehicle. In the process, an 

agreement will be reached on the numbers of weapons to 

be distroyed in each stage, the sites of their destruction 

and so now". 
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Summarising nuclear disarmament, Gorbachev again stressed 

on abandoining the space based missile defence programme. .Be 

assures Reagan that he is prepared to allow inspectio~ of Soviet 

laboratories for verfication that no space-based programme is 

operational. 

Mikhail Gorbachev also proposed the complete eliminatiQn· 

of chemical weapons. "We are in favour of intensifying the talks 

in order to conclude an effective an verifiable (fundamental) 

international convention prohibiting chemical weapons and 

destroying the existing stockptlas~ of those weapons as agreed 

with President Reagan in Gorbachev". He reaffirmed that Soviet 

foreign policy including issue of disarmament is based on the 

compreshension of profound changes in the world. 

The Soviet Union also put forward various proposals in 

relation to confidence building in Europe, for security in Asia 

and Pacific region, offered cooperation in peaceful use of, 

and establishing international condition for the safe development 

of nuclear power. It also submitted to the United Nations a 

programme for building "star peace", for establishing a world 

space organization, as an alternative to the star wars programme. 

On the 27th Congress of the CPSD Gorbachev said " Now as 

never before, it is important to find ways for closer and more 

productive cooperation with zovts, parties and mass organization 
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and movements that are genuinely concerned about the de.stit,1ies 

of peace on earth. With people our order to build an all 

embracing system of International Security".
5 

DELHI - DECLARATION 

The ten principles of Delhi Declaration course major 

aspects of contemporary collective life. It is a clarion call 

to reconstruct a world without hate, fear, suspicion, exploit-

ation, poverty, terror and violence, a world without-destructive 

weapons, a magnificant world of cooperative states, in defence 

of peace and prosper~tY ;. The world we have inherited, belongs 

to present and future generations, that primary be given to 
l 

universally accepted human values. The right of every nations 

and every person to life, freedom ~f pead!and the pursuit of 

happiness must be recognized. The use or threat of force must 

be abandon. The expansion of Nuclear arsenals and the develop-

ment of space weapons undermine the university accepted conviction 
WON· 

that Nuclear war should never be fought and can never be ~. 

The following principles for building a Nuclear weapon force & 

non-violence world -

Peaceful co-existence must become the universal norm of 

Internatinal Relations. 

Human life must be recognized as supreme; 

5. Frank Gundre. A, " Gorbachev's Peace Initiative" : steps in the right 
dir~ct, Economic & Political Weekly (New Delhi), Vol 23, No. 49, 
Dec. 3, 1988, pp. 25-27 -77. 
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Non-violence should be the basis of cornmuntiy life; 

Understanding and trust must replace fear and suspicion; 

The Right of Every state to Political & Economic indepe~d-

ence must be recognized and respected; 
'l-'111\ 

Resources being spent on armaments mus.tbe cha)Jneled towards 

social and Economic Development; 

Conditions must be guaranteed for the individuals harmonious 

develooment; 

Mankind's material and intellectual potential must be 

used to solve global problems; 

The balance of terror' must give way to comprehensive 

International Security' 

A Nuclear weapon free and Non-violent world requires 

specific and immediate actionfor disarmament. 

It called upon the people and leaders of all countries 

to take urgent action that would lead to a world free of weapons 

of mass distruction, a world without fear". In the nuclear 

age it is ncessary that International Relations are restructured 

so that confrontation is replaced by cooperation, and conflict 

situation resolved through military means. It is only man's 

creative genius that makes progress and development of civiliz-

ation possible in a peaceful environment. Mistruct a fears 

suspicions between the nations and people distort perception 
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of real world. They engender tension and in final analysis 

harm the entire International Community. 

A new world order must be built to ensure economy justice 

and equal political security for all nations. An end of the 

arms race is an essential pre-requisite for the establishment 

of such an order. Only disarmament can relase the enormous 

resources needed for combating economic backwardness and poverty. 

All nations must work together to solve urgent humanitarian 

problems and cooperate in the area of culture, education etc. 

for the all round development of the individual. The solution 

must be found to solve global problems. 

International security can be guarante~d_ throughthe adoption 

o£ i:ritegrated ·• measuses in: the field of nuclear disarment using 

all available and agreed measures of verification and confidence 

building Test policy sett1Jementt! of rer.:ionaL_conflict.:.-·through 

peaceful negotiations and cooperation in the political ecenomic 

h 
6. s pere 

In the nuclear age humanity must evolue a new thinking 

a new concept of the world that would provide credible 

guarantees for humanity's survival. People want to live in 

a safer world and it deserve a better fate than being a hostages 

6. Zuberi.M: Please security And Delhi Declaration world world four 
focus ( New Delhi ) Vol . 9, No. , Annual 1988. 
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~to nuclear terror and dispar. It is necessary to change 

the existing world situation and build a nuclear weapon free 

world, free of violence, and hatred, fear and suspicions. 

The Delhi Declaration signed by Hikhail Gorbachev_ and 

Rajiv Gandhi in Nov. 1986, provides the philosophical and 

political framework for rebuilding relations betweens states. 

and ushering in a new world world of competitive coexistence. 

Its ten basic principles of nuclear-weapon free and a non~ 

violent world constitute a mature enunciation on which an 

equitable international order can be built. It seeks to end 

the'nuclear syndrome' and move away from the dubious doctrine 

of 'mutual assured distruction' as the cornerstone of deterrence 

on which was predicated for decades the hope of detente and peace. 

Gorbachev stresses the " vital importance ·.for mankind to give 

priority to universal human values, to building a world without violance 

and wars, to recognising diverse ways of social development, to dialogue 

and cooperation in the interest of development and survival, and to progress 

towards a new world order". This is what he calls new political thinking 

in International Relations But he affirms that major elements of the.new 

political thinking are the recognition of everynation' s right to decide ~-:; 

its future, together with adherence to the principles of non-interference in 

other states internal affairs~ 

7. Bradley Bill, and Genscher, Dietrich Hams : Implication of Soviet New 
thinking ( whetehead New York, Institute for East & West Secutiry stuties 

1987) • 
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It can be achieved through such·.way: 

Complete destruction of Nuclear arsenals, before the end 

of this century ; 

Barring of all weapons from outer space, which is the 

common heritage of mankind; 

Banning of all nuclear weapons tests ; 

prohibition of the development of new types of weapons 

of mass destruction 

Banning of chemical weapons and destruction of their 

stockpiles; 

Reducing the level of conventional arms and armed forces. 

It is necessary that building a nuclear weapons free 

and non-violent world, requires a revolutionary transformation 

of outlook, and education of people for peace~_, ~utual 

8 respect and-tolerance. 

6. CHANGING FOREIGN POLICY PRIORITIES AND DEFENSIVE MILITARY 

DOCTRINE. 

The Gorbachev is det~rmined not to leave any escape route 

for the West to get out oftheir own proposal of zero option. 

It represents radical new'thinking-on the issues of arms, their 

limitation on·-~ peace:.; 

8. Alexander Gorev : A nuclear Free non-violent, world (The World & You, 

Allied publication Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi 1987, pp. 27-42). 
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_Gorbachev proposal is significance not just to Europe 

but to the entire world. It is part and parcel of the search 

for a nuclear free and non-violent world. In Jan 1986 he 

called for the elimination of all nuclear weapons and other 

weapons of mass destruction by the end of the century. No 

more tinkering around with destruction nuclear weapons in the 

name of arms arms control but a determination to eliminate 

them. In his Delhi declaration along with Ra.i iv Gandhi last 

November, he urged the transition to a non-violent world order 

where the survival and development of entire hummanity is 

assured. 

Gorbachev is not just seeking the elimination of weapons 

(hech is important) but grouping towards the construction of 

a comprehensive global security system a political mechanism 

for a disarmed world. 

The Soviet Union appears to have givenup the approach 

of counting in arms limitation which sought equality on 

parity at every level of nuclear armaments. The Gorbachev 

package stems from a:n understanding that the time is now to 

put an end to the arms race and turn resources from arms bui

lding to disarmament. Hence his peace initiative are integrally 

related to his determination to make the Soviet Union into 
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an economically vibrant, technologically dynamic and more 

genuinely democratic Society. International and relocation of 

tensions are indispensable to this domestic drive. 

Gorbachev's Euromissile initiative certain to transform 

the security debate in Europe. By foreign the west Europeans 

to reexamine their dependence on nuclear weapon for security. 

by opening the door for a non-nuclear order in Europe, and 

by drawing out a review of the policies of the Altantic alliances, 

he could well be setting the agenda for European debate on 

war and peace in coming years His move on Euroniissile ensures 

that Gorbachev retains the initative on European security 

issues and allows him to continue the pressure against the US 

to come to terms with him on "stars wars" and strategic arms 

limitations. 

Within Europe the initi..ct:ive should strengthen the voice 

of all those elements of sanity who have sought a more cooperative 

attitude towards the Soviet Union. It should· also ~ncoura?,e the 

peace movements to strive harder for a nuclear free Europe and 

for a Europe at peace with itself. That in the long run, 

could be most signifiant outcome o£ the Gorbachev initiative 

on Euromissiles. But in the short run, West European leaders 



-~ould be forced to look at alternatives to American nuclear 

deterrence in assuming their own secruitv, even as they shun 

all Soviet approaches to nuclear disarmament. 

7 . MULTILATERAA APPROACHES TO PEACE BUILDING 

ANSWER TO REAGEN'S NEG-GLOBALISM 

GORBACHEV'S 

Regen's nee-globalism was reflected in various ways. 
d 

after coming into office, he intended to enhance US military 

force le~els in orderto facilitate·an outcome in conflict 

management which would place heavy constraints on the Soviet 

Union. By developing multilateral approaches to peace-building, 

Gorbachev dealt with the realities and pressures created by 

the Reagen administration in a creative manner. In the real 

world of politics, Gorbachev did not answer Reagen with conce-

ptual or theoretical question. He developed both bargaining 

and structural power through his commitment to an alternati~e 
~ 

strategic world. He did not use duplicitious Soviet propagandt 

as Stalin might have done. With patience and sophistication 

he utilised 'Soviet diplomatic activism for full scale peace 

processes at both the central and regional levels Region's 

nee-globalism had nothing much ~o ·offer regarding systematic 

thinking about the future; Gorvachev's conflict management 

catered to the hopes and ideals of the widest constituency; 
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8. COEFIDENCE BUILDING MEASURES AS CREATIVE PEACE 

INITIATIVES 

Before Gorbachev came on the international scene 

there was extrme pessimism on account of the 8eneral failure 

to manage international conflict, inspite of the favourable 

impact of mutuality of interests on many global and z:egio~al 

issues. It can be argued that before Gorbachev the potential 

of confidence building measures pointed out by experts 

was by and large underestimated by world leaders. There is 

no doubt that Gorbachev has been seeking institutionalised 

arrangements to induce new kinds of behaviour in the Third 

·world and in Eastern Europe. His critics at home feel that 

he has been making uni}ateral concessions without receiving 

adequate quid pro quo. In favour of Gorbachev it can be stated 

that he has restored soviet. credibility on the world scene 

and if he has rejected the pursuit of narrow Russian egoistic 

self-interest, he has done this because he believes that the 

epoch of unilateral adventurism is over. Nations have to solve 

all problems at the negotiating table and that is why Gor~achev 

has been leading the Soviet Union to multilateral solutions. 
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The proces o£ establ~shing confidence - and security 

building measures (~SBHs), among the 35 states participating 
. . . . 

in the conference on security and cooperation·and Europe, began 

with the signing of the Helsinki FirUti~ Act in ·1975. The 

act contained a number of confidence -building measures, in-

eluding encouraging nations to modify each other of, and invite 

observers to certain military activities that take place on 

land in Europe. These measures were a good start. 

STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE 

These negotiations, knows as the conference on confidence 

and security building measures and disarmament in Europe (CDE), 

opened in stockholum in Jan 1984 and concluded in sept 1986. When 

the 35 CSCE (Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe) 

states adopted the stockholum document, they assumed new commit-

ments that went well beyond the measures contained in the final 

act, desinged to reduce the dangers of armed conflict and of 

misunderstanding .of mis-calculatiomof military activities. 

The Conference considered the problem of verfification of the 

observance of commitment and arrangements among others confidence 

building issues in the military sphere. This was a major 

innovation and the first East-West accord in which the Soviet 

Union agreed to inspection of military activities on its 

territory. 

John Borawski : From Stockholm to Vienna : Confidence and Security 

Bu.ilr!ing measures in Europe, : ~~!!!~ ... ~ee_E.;:ol_~od~:l' Vol. 19 No. 4 
May 1989. 
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On Jan, 17, 1989 the CSCE follow up conference in Vienna, 

agreed on the parameters for further talks on CSBMs, to begin 

march 9 in Vienna.- These will build upon and expand the agree

ment reached in the stockhelum CDE negotication. The Vienna 

CSBM talks are charged with building upon and expanding the 

results of Stockholm by adopting " a new set of mutually com

plementary (CSBMs), designed to reduce the risk of military 

confrontation. In Address 

Although both negotiations have security and stability as 

their largest, the focus of each negotiation is substantially 

different. The CSBM negotiation will :EQ.'C:U.S on opennes ·and 

predictability in the field of military information and activities 

·in the zone. In order to create greater opennes and transparency 

of military organization, NATO plans to introduce a proposals 

for a wide ranging comprehensive annual exchange of information 

concerning military organisation, major weapon developments 

manpower and equipment in the zone. The alliance also will 

propose the establishment of a random evaluation system designed 

to assess the exchange of information. 

Today, such progress does not appear possible for the 

near term future. The International system is not highly prove 

to such changes mutual confidence in low, and it is require

ment of time to produce confidence building measure in all sphere, 

to normalize situation. And it also se under taken within the 
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~ 

existing security enyirounment without endangering peace 

and security on any level. 

In context of regional or sub..-regional conference, 

could be convened in order to discuss confidence building 

meassures among the recepient states~ It seems especially 

important to study how defferent states in~.a region form ... 

ulate their security needs and bow they perceive the exter~ . 

nal threat to their own security~ 

The Washington summit Ulanaged to el.aborate new conf<;:>-

idence and security building measures; to enhance the peace 

and security. These summits continued to establish a new 

c ' 
political psy@hology~ a new Ulentality in International. poli-

tical relations. While in a joint statement of Mikhail 
., 

Gorbachev and iPresedent~ Reggan in Washington noted, that 
·-

the ,1 implications of the provisions of the stockholm con~ 

ference in CSBMS,: and DizarmaUlent in Europe is an important 

factor in strengtheing mutual understanding and enhancing 

stability and ~poke in favour of continuing and consolidating 

their process. 8 

........... -.... --.. -~- .... ----·--·-------~-..~-~ 

l:O. . Thomas Ohlson' eds) ~ Ar'(ftS Trans-f'er !,imitations and Third WOrld 
security, Assessment :: The 11eed for con:f.ldence buildint]~ (SIPRI) 
Oxford;.'T)iii/~rsity Press 1:-988, pp~245-.46 •. 
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!:' The summit, on peace and security in the world 

contains agreements on eonfidence building measure, and 

some aspect of security and disarmament. This notes the 

connection between confidence building measure with mili~ 

taryssphere ' but merely connection with military is not 
. -

adequate, it sh,ould have with other.:;.·spheres, as Economic 

Political, Humanitarian ete., Such measures could ine~ude, 

those used below : -

1. IN THE POL ITtiCAL SPHERE :· 
-~--------------------~ , 

.ct 
The strict Despeet in International p~ctice 

for the right of each people to choose the 

--ways and form~ of its development independently 

Just polixical settlement of International erises 

and regional conflic~ : 

Elaboratio~ ot a set ot measures aimd at building 

confidence between states and the creation of 

effective guarantee~against attack from, without 
. 

and of the inviolability of their frontiers t 

Elaboration of effective methods of pre•enting 

International terrorism, including those ensuring 

the safety of International land, air and sea 

eornmuniea.ti<Dns ; 
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ECONOMIC SPHERE 
~~~-~"'!""~~--- ... -~~ 

Exc&usion of all form~ of discr-imination from 

International practice t renu~diation of the 

policy of economic blockades and sancitons, 

Joint quest for way$ fo:r a :j1!1St-rsettlement of the 

problem of debt ~ 

Establishment of a new W0rld economic prder 

guaranteering e,ual economic security to all 

countries ; 

.... The pooling ot ef:fo:rst in expli0ring and making 

peaceful use of outerspace and in ~esolving 

global problems on which the destinmes oT 

civilization depends.~-

MILITARY' SPHERE 

l!\lVvV(\Q+ \of.! 

Renl(ttl:Ci.a. t i~n ot bf' the ltucl.ear powers of war ... 

both Nuclear and conventional - against each other 

or against third co:un:tJ.F_i:es ; 
' 

Prevention of an arms race in other space~· cessation 

gf £if ~li6l~~~ #~apon tests,' and the total destru

ction of such weapon, ,- banc,.on:the destruction 

of chemical weapons; and renunG:i·?,-tion of the del7e~ 

lopment of other mean~ of mass anu:GHi:!.lr-t.tio.q. 

A strictl".;}T> controlled, lo;Iw:ering, of the level of 

militar~ capabi~ities of countries to limit of 

reasonable adequancr t 
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Disbandment of military. alliances, and as a stage 
.1 

towards t this ... renun~ation of their enlargement 

and oft~the formation of new ones ; 
c.~__t 

B*1a:nced and proportionate reduction of m,ilitary 

budgets, 

HUMANITARIAN SPHERE 
~-------------~--~-

~ Cooperation in the dissemination of the ideas of 

peace disarmament and International security t 

.reinforcement of the spirit of mutual understanding 

and concord in relations between them i 

Extirpation of genocide; apartheid, advocacy of 

fascism atid other forms of racial; national or 
~ 

religion ~xclusiveness i 

Extension while respec·ting the laws of. ea;dh country 

of Internatoonai cooperation dn the implementation 

ot the political, ~ocial and personal ri~hts of 

the people ; 

~ Strengthening of and quest tor new forms of coopera

tion in cultural,.ar~*• seience, educ•tion and 

medicine ,_ 

This refers above all to the problem of extending 

confidence building measures to the activities of the. 

airforces and navies and the agreement on CBM tor the new 

generations~ including those ot a restrictive nature, All 

these measures would contribute to deminishing the danger 
.. 

of a supJ)rise attack and enhan-cing OJ:'enners, and would 
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bfing about predictability in the military sphere
9

, 

The Military and poa;itical aspect of the ooneept 

of the International sec~rity systeln incorporates a model 

for a nuclear free world~· tb,e way it is already taking 
., 

shape based on the new developmentsin world politics, 

first and foremost in relation between the USA and the 

USSR~ The material basis for sueh a model can only be 

provided by alrge scale disarmament measures. The wor1d 

' 
politics has already accumulated eno~Jgh positive experience 

'· < 

to p~ovide the foundation for such a system. In the present 

day situation also favou:v~ble:·fc:Jr a future security system. 

As the nu~nber of the International. treaties convent ion, and 

agreements banning masssdestruction weapons and reducing 

them. 

" The normalisation of bilateral East ... West relations· 

throughout the whole of Europe and in the world,· pave 

new way to international relations and building confidence 

among states. It created a new political approach to global 

problems, shaped a new behaviour for the stable and peaceful 

world. The development of bilateral cooperation on a mutu-

ally benefi~4lliflgn~etermsand large scale basis, could also 

-----------------
lL. Nikolai NilolsRy : The Philosophy of New thinking and the 

Soviet initiative , Allied Publishers New Delhi 19~iJ) · 
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., 

have a profound positive influence on their political 

relations, alongwith the lines of imporving international 

security. These efforts are a decisive factor in promo~ 

ting the balance and alignment of forces in fa~our of 

peace and global security ~ 

In last, if these conf id·ence buildigg measure 

' were to be carried out, it is conceivable that the necess~ 

ary modidication of attitude towards such concept as 

disarmament, development pea~e and secutity could be 

facilitated. 

9. REGION~ORIENTED SUPER POWE~ DIPLOMACY 
-~~---~""!"'--~~~~~~-~-~~·~~~-~~~~-~~~~·~-~· ..... ·~~~-~ 

The region~oriente.d s-uper power diplomacy which 

the W(!)rld has witnessed was not d·el ibera ted started by 

either Gorbachev of Reagen, It is the o*tcome of a 

certain process which was regarded a desirable and 

acceptable by bot,h the wor!Ld leaders. Onee the prinei~ 

ple whihh led to the sharp polar isa t ic>ns of the New Cold 

war were replaced by plu:r;oa.listic tendencies, the regional 

issues could no longer be pushed to the sidelines. There 

are ofcourse different interpretations of the real signi~ 

' 

ficance of these rl!gional developments in super power 

diplomacy. Some still argue that the measures are more 
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apparent than real and that the US and Spviet Union 

m~y once once again aspire to a centralised and nuclear-

ised security order~ It can, bowever, hardly be denied 

by any one that the region~oriented super power diplomacy 

has been propitious tor develGping solutions in a large 

number of trouble spots in tbe Third wor1d, It was 

initiated and defined anprocess o! resolving third 'WOrld 

' 

conflicts through constructive move~ Gorbachevts contri-
~ 

but.ion in taking initiatives whice-b were blocked by outmoded 

centralised secutity order ~ies in the clear and speeitic 

guidelines provided by him in contrast to the a!!lbivalenee 

in the pronoundements ot other statesmen, 

to. ~~~~~9!!~Y.:~-g~~£!d ... ~£!!;.!2!!!9~!"'"E!2!! ... ~!!!!!~ ... 9!!2 ... !~ 
sysTEMIC CHANGE 
~-~- ..... --.::-----~-.---.:::--~~ 

One of the most important questions for tbe appliea-

t4ons of ~ New thinkingH to peace - building concerns the 

appropriateness of ways to establish a new and enduring 

dialogue between the prmncipal actors on the world stage. 

Thus it has become necessary to look upon superpower arms 

control negotiations not merely as a method of bringin~ 

the physical capabilities of ~oth sides into a bargaining 

range. The important consideration now is to discard the 

old rules of the game based on mutual mistrust, The situa-

tion of strategic parity is :fairly well understood by 



' 
both US and the Soviet Union ;- yet even when they reach 

mutually acceptable agreements a lot of mutual mistrust 

remains which can be dangerous in view of the enor!ll!!)us 

quantities·-· of lethal nuelear weaponry that they }'Ossess. 

Superpower diplomacy must therefore he~~ to maintain the 

enduring stability of strategic situations and for this 

purpose arms control negotiations must take on a wider 
'-- \J .. 

meaning which is to serve as a continWing source for· 

providing new windows of opportunity~ The skillful practice 

' 
oil. summit diplomacy by Gorbacnev has provided a fresh 

' 
approach whicp:h aims not only at 11.emoving deadlocks in 

negotiating situations but in offering powerful perceptions 

of the potentiality for superpower interaction< in benign 

' 

directions, At the 27 th CPSU Congress Gorbachev stated 

L:L " The fight against war a:na miLitary preparations, 

against advoca9y of· hatrea .and vf~lence is re'ilari!-ed 

by us as an inalienable component of derrr:>cratisation 

of all international relat:to:ns, of' genuine impr-ovement 

of the political climate on the planet1~ 

' 

Gorbachev has built h:t~J -plat_form for leadershil' in 
\ 

peace..,.building on nothing less tha'i:1 the imporvement of the 
~~-----~--------~ 

12. Material of the 27thcCPSU Congress. Moscow !986 
page 346. -... 
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Political climate on the planet~ He has persisted 

his efforts even when he did not get any particular 

pol icy_ responses from the United States~ It ls ntote"T" 

worthy that e-ven though;: at the summit in Moscow Gor..,. 

bachev could net get the Ameri~a~s to finalise a strage~ 

gic arms reduction (START) agreement, he ensured progress 

on a number of other arms control issues~ By exchanging 

the instruments of rati~iea.tion ot. tne INF Treaty he 

ensured that the mo~entum of peace~bui1ding was kept 

up at the Moscow summit. He also pushed ahead with the 
--

agreement on the advaneed ll.Otitieation of all ballistic 

missile launches. He al,so ennanced the impo~tance of the 

Moscow summit by reporting p:rog:ress on the issue of mobile 

ICBMS and ALCMS ( Air-launched c:rusj missiles and exper~ssed 

firm hopes on the future of the ABM treaty. 

The Gorbachevian new thinking on peace~buiiding 

also includes efforts to check destabilising prospects, 
-, 

which arise out of the very nature of policy-infighting 

' -
in. Washington between various t~bbies and vested interested. 

One manifestation of this phenomenon has been the blocking 

of the ratification of the SALT-2. Although it has often 

' 
been troublesome for Gorbachev he has not allowed his 

occasional frustration with United States prevarications to 

deflect him from his steadr course. The Soviet Union 

..... 
~ ... ~ 
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has shown its steady interest in maintaining the balance 

between the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and the 

Warsaw Treaty Organisation even to the extend of develo

ping a certain mutual empathy which can extend to a 

common destiny for these hostile military formations. 

Whenever there was a stalemate on the issue of procedure, 

Gor9achev's peace building approach has led him to stress 

the need to go beyond military and technical means and 

bypassing the concept of D absolute security~ 



C H A P T E R - III 

PEACE AND SECURITY : THE CHANGING WORLD SCENARIO 
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THE CHANGING CONTEXT OF INTE~~ATIONAL POLITICS 

The Gorbachevian framework of a system of all- encompass-

ing security serves not only the political needs of the Soviet 

Union in East-West negotiations but also helps in projecting 

perceptions and attitudes of national actors in different 

regional contexts. The Soviet withdrawal from the Third World 

in places like Afghanistan need not lead to any undermining of 

Soviet prestige and influence in a world of growing interdepend

ence. The great power$ must accept the fact that the international 

system cannot be organised in terms of alliances and counter-

alliances since various combinations and permutations have been 

tried in the last four degrees and found wanting on the score 

of human survival. Gorbachev's new foreign policy placed in-

ternational politics in both short term and long term perspective. 

Although he does not put it in so many world he accepts the 

relative decline of both the Super powers. In the political-

military dimension it it necessary for both of them to reduce 

their commitments to their allies originating in the period 

of the Cold War. The Soviets have not hesitatesed to bring 

pressure for softening the negotiating positions of their 

hardline allies. Although some may criticise Gorbachev for 

appeasement, yet there is not other way for East-West negoti-

ations to succeed in the future in an enduring manner if their 

commitment to negotiated settlements is undermined by more 

orthodox alliance partners. The example set by the Soviet Union 
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at its summitary with the United State should suggest a demon-

stration effect of how other negotiating partners can discover 

parallel interests. In the new international setting political 

manoeuvering must take into account the more general problem 

of credibility which was ignored in the past by the traditional 

nation-state nationalism. Superpower activism must take new 

forms in which the military relationship is underplayed and 

substituted by a variety of socioeconomic instruments to pursue 

vital interests without destroying the atmosphere of reduced 

tension and enhanced confidence in the inte~national system. 

As we have mentioned elsewhere Gorbachev's January 15, 

1986 disarmament proposals can provide the basis for giving 

up escalatory confrontations. Gorbachev has ensured that the 

Soviet foreign policy system does not regress to the Brezhnevite 

Stagnation. If his lead is following by the states, nations 

can live without fear of one another. 

1. IMPROVED PROSPECTS FOR CONTINUTING DIALOGUE ON INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
ISSUES: 

Peace and Security is not just the absence of world war, 

but it is absence of those factors which lead to violence and 

war. As Political, Economic, Social injustice at the inter-

national and national, level. Political and military aggression 

are not the only threat to peace, they are the final stage of 

the breakdown of peace. Economic social aggression represents 

serious threat to the maintenance of peace and are usually the 
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init~al phase which eventually lead to civil violence and armed 

conflicts. 1 

Peace and Security are the major requirements of the 

present time, every nation & state, whether socialist or 

capitalist are demanding, and emphasising on peace and security, 

because since long time people have been living in the full of 

tense to Nuclear war. Now the time has come to solve the 

Nuclear problem, both ,superpowers are also degree to eliminate 

nuclear weapons, have already been sign INF treaty, and wanted 

to entry into twenty first century without a fear of nuclear 

holocaust; and Reagan - Gorbachev Summit and INF treaty (Inter-

mediate nuclear force) are the best example of normalisation 

of International Relation, and changing world scenario. It is 

a Gorbachev's new political thinking, to maintain peace and 

security in the world; and to solve regional conflicts by peace-

ful negotiations. 

The Soviet Union may be promoting a new approach to 

Internal security because of perceived international imperative 

rather than because of domestic troubles. In fact contrary to 

the prevailing view in the country, the new realism evident 

in soviet foreign policy position is compelled more by inter-

national pressure them by changes in leadership and domestic 

1, Paul Pillar: Negotiating Peace: War Termination as a bargaining 
process, Princeton University Pres,, 1983. 
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Priorities; Beyond recognising that the imperative of the 

nuclear age require mutual security and the prevention of nuclear 

war. Gorbachev apparently is one of few world leaders who truly 

grasp the implication of the security dilemma. 

In an effort to give a new direction to International 

Relation, Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev has specifically 

maintained : -

" Peoples are tired of tensions and confrontation, 

They prefer to search for a more secure and reliable 

world; a world in which everyone would preserve their 

own philosophic, political and ideological views and 
2 

the way of life" • 

In his book 'Perestroika', he elaborated the significance 

of Perestroika for his country's foreign policy, calling for a 

correct understanding of the its momenclature for comprehending 

the Soviet foreign oolicv he wrote: 

"The truth about Perestroika accords with the 

interests of universal peace and international 

security calling upon the best to subject our 

work to a responsible; honest and unbiased 

scrutiny, we proceed not only from our own 

interests. The inability or unwillingness to 

grasp the essence of perestroika is either a 

starling point for misconception about our 

intei:tions in the world arena or another attempt 

2. Hari ·sharan Chhabra : The challenge of Regional confli!cts, world Focus, 

(New Delhi), Nineth Annual Number: 1988, pp 81-86. 
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to maintain and deepen mistrust in relation 

3 
among countries and people". 

Acknowledging that the threat to peace from imperiatist 

militarism still exist and, that there are no guarantees as 

yet that the positive processes that have begun are irreversible. 

Gorabchev feels that the n~ political thinking enable us to see 

and find new opportunities for opposing policies of strength on a 

broden politcal basis than in the past. In his opinion there 

has been an improvement of in the Soivet -US. relations. and the 

war danger has been pushed back. Power Politics, he thinks has 

became obsolescent and trends towards a gradual demilitarisation 

and humanisation of International relations have became quite 

visible as the world as the world moves towards the turn of the 

4 century.. 

The challenges of Regional conflicts are the main threat 

to peace and security in the world, and the second cold war 

between US and Soviet -American confrontations, which has 

poisoned the world security environment appears to have passed 

to peak. The inescapable " compulsion to co-exist! has asserted 

itself, and the two nuclear giant are once again groping for 

a viable modus vivendi. They are agreed in principle that the 

problems of world should be solved through political negotiations 

and not military means. 

3. Mikhail Gorbachev : Perestroika : New thinking for,,our country and the 

world. collins, London, 1987, pp. 

4. Devendra Kaushik : Perestroika desire for Peace World fo'eus(New Delhi), 
Vol. 9, No. 5, May 1988, pp 13-17. 
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In less than three years, General Secretry Gorbachev 

and President Reagan have met ,four times and hold detailed talks 

with a view to bringing about a transition from confrontation 

to a broad political dialogue on cardinal issues of the day. 

The Nov. 1985 summit in Geneva and the Oct 1986, meeting in 

Reykjavik may not have produced any concrete result but an under-

standing was reached to give a constructive directions in Inter-

national Affair. Significantly in Genevea the two leaders declared 

that" a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fouP:ht". 

The Third Reagan-Gorabchev Summit held in Washington in 

Dec. 1987, indeed a Moment">,1Jus one, because the two leaders 

sL gr.t .ed a treaty on the elimination of Intermediate short 

range missile (INF). which have been threatening to peace and 

securitv in Europe. The Moscow Summit was a big leap in ending 

years of suspicion and bringing about an era of confidence build-

ing. The enemy image is transforming into partership image. 

Opportunites today exist for taking the first, towards a demo-

cratization of the International system and move towards a more 

peaceful international order. 5 

Exchange of instrument of ratification of INF treatry was 

the most important achievement. The treaty, with its built in 

clauses for monitoring, inspection, verification of each others 

5. H.S. Chhabra: Regional Issues: The optimistic Move.World Focus, 
Vol, 3, No. 5, May 1988, pp 21-25. 
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production facilities, storage and depE>•yr,1ent in many ways, 

unique in the annals of the super powers disarmament, diplomacy 

in the post war era. At the Moscow summit, Gorbachev is an 

Reagan characterised the INF treatry" as the first true nuclear 

arms reduction treatry in history, calling for the elimination 

of an entire class of U.S. and Soviet missiles.
6 

The Moscow and Washington Surrnnit did not confine themselves 

to nuclear disarmament pro?rarnrne along. They took up " regional 

conflicts" which are disturbing peace in the third world. Richard 

Nixon, in his book 'The Real Peace' has said. The greatest threat 

to neace comes not from the possibility of a direct conflict 

between the ~·United states and the Soviet Union. but from the 

chance. that a smali war in the third world will drag in the 

two super powers and escalate into a world war". When the inerest, 

of the great power collide in areas like the middle East and the 

Persian Gulf (urban missile) any small war between their res-

pective allies, can rapidly escalate into a war. In the middle 

East crisis of 1956, 58, 67, 73 for example, the super powers, 

were drawn toward the precipice of direct conflict by the action 

of their allies in the region. 

President Richard Nixon, describe, in his book 'The 

Real Peace' that " There can be no real, Peace, in, the world 

6. Joint Soviet us. Summit statement of the ceremony of the Exchange 

of the TNF Treaty Ratification Documents and materials, Novosti 

Press Agency Publi:shing House, Moscow June 1, 1988, pp 75-79. 
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unless a new relationship is established between the limited 

states and Soviet Union. The two super power can not afford to 

go to war against each other, under any circumstances, because 

both have nuclear weapons and retaliation capacity:. 

Since 1985. Summit meeting between Mikhail Gorbachev 

and Ronald Reagan removed the tension of six years. and Changes 

world scenario as easing international Relations among countries, 

and ceasefire of major world conflict, such as, Iran- Iraq 

conflict withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghainstan, Palestive 

problem. Kampuchea Southers Africa, Namibia etc. negotiation. 

The Geneva accords on afghnistan which have opened the way 

to a peaceful settlement of one of the most acute regional 

conflicts and the improvement of the International climate in 

general. 

The new political thinking is thus being put into practice. 

The peace actions of ~he leaders, of the Delhi six, and the 

decision of the eight countries non-aligned summit in Harare 

c~.~valso be considered a manifestation of this approach. These 

were based on the principles of equality and equal security, 

and look into account the interest of all nations. The dialogue 

is continue to generate repurcussions world wide , because 

"This dialogue was an appeal addressed to the whole of mankind". 

A humanity deserve a better fate that being hostage to nuclear 
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terror and despair . It is necessary to change the existing world 

situation and to build a nuclear weapon free world, free of 

v'191ence and hatred, fear and suspicions". 

The Soviet approach to the peace and security; is based 

on the belief that in todays intedependent world, the people of 

all continents and countries have the same concerns, and the same 

hope. We observed Mikhail Gorbachev are in favour of peace and 

security, and good neighbourliness, trust and mutual understanding. 

On Feb 28, 1987 Mikhail Gorbachev in his statement proposed 

singling out the problem of medium range missile in Europe & Asia 

Pacific region, and concluding a separate agreement on it, namely 

removing these missiles both Soviet and American, from the 

Eurooean contiment over a five vear period and reducing during 

this time the number of these missile in the Asian part of the 

USSR and on US Territory : and proposed certain measure 

reducing naval activity in the Pacific, especially that 

of nuclear capable ship; 

Implementing agreements already achieved and creating 

in practice nuclear free zones in various parts of the 

Asian Pacific region; 

curtailing armed forces and conventional armaments in Asia 

to reasonable level; 
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getting down to discussing confidence building measures 

and non- use of force in the region. 

The Soviet Union is prepared to guarantee contractually 

non-use of nuclear weapons a~ainst state, which do not possess 

th~··.· do not produce them and do not have them on their territory. 

"The Soviet also call uPon all Asian and Pacific nation to 

cooperate for the sake of peace and security : Everyone who 

strives towards these goals. and who hopes for a better future, 

for one's people will find that we are willing to talk and. 

are honest partner". 

'In a preface to his book peace has no alternative' he 

(Gorbachev) expalined the Soviet foreign policy concern about 

peace; and he said that " the maintence of weapons stockpiled 

in the world have led_ to a situation where humanity finds itself 

at a point, beyond which lies the total r~in of civilisation; 

and the turning of our planet into a radio active wasteland; 

this danger imperatively p.}aces before all nation, and this is 

the moment to start agitation against testing of nuclear weapon. 

for survival of human being. 7 

2. ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

The change in <±tave) Soviet Union may appear revolutionary 

enough. But the International stituation has also changed very 

7. Mikhail Gorbachev; Peace has no Alternative; speeches, Articles, 
Interviews, Patriot Publishers, New Delhi, 1987. 
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radically i'@itiatives continue to flow from Gorabchev. That 

there were many currents elsewhere in favour of change in ture 

He has opted in favour of seeking cooperation rather than con

frontation. Wherever possible, and towards thLb end has outlined 

a new world order which would make this possible. It is a 

conviction that ending all tests of nuclear weapon would be a 

major contribution to the strengthening of strategic stability 

and peace on earth. Gorbachev says that " ~~Y-~~~-~1~~-£~"!!~\!"EY 

become the first centurv of life without fear of universal death"~ 

While the regional issues came uo for discussion at the 

summits. that super powers actions. effects the· des tin:ies of the 

world, say that they do not wish to impose their hegemony over 

the third world disputes, but they would like to get settle. 

through dialogue and political negotiations. In his book in 

Perestroika. Mikhail Gorbachev wrote; we call on the United 

States administration to ioin hands with us in searching for 

solution to the third world problems, with cooperation. Not 

confrontation, is required to have universal human values 

9 firmly established throughout the world. 

In relation to regional issues the joint Soviet U.S. 

statement in Moscow point out " the two leaders are convinced 

that the expanding political dialogue they have established, 

B. Eric Gonsalves: VSSR Initiative a New World Order; world focus 
Nineth Annual Number 1988, pp 24-25, 

9. Gorbachev Mikhail : Perestroika , New thinking for our country and 
the world, (collins, London, 1987). 
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represents an incre~singly effective means of resolving issues 

of mutual interest and concern. ~hey do not minimise real 

difference of history, which will continveto characterise the 

relationship. But they believe that the dialogue will endure 

because it is based on realism, and focussed on the acheivement 

of concrete results. It can serve as a constructive basis for 

addressing, not only the problem of the Present but of tomorrow 

and the next century. They reaffirmed their intention to continue 

discussion at all levels, aimed at helping parties to regional 

conflicts, find peaceful solution, which advnace their independence, 

freedom and sect.:.rity. 

Gorbachev emphasised the importance of enhancing the 

capacity of the United Nations and other international institution 

to contribute to the resolution of regional conflicts. It will 

be appropriate to point out that Gorbachev spares no platform, 

to talk to peace and coopere1tion. The time and realities of 

todays's world require a stake, to be made on rendering the 

dialogue and negotiating process international. 

In his speech, he showed much optimism about the settle

ment of regional conflicts. He said the vear 1988 has also 

brought us a rav of hope. in this common concern. It has touched 

upon nearly all regional conflicts and there have been sign of 

improvement. He also referred to the outgoing year that would 

remain in people's memory as " the year of big changes,for the 
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better, in International Relations. At the same time, in the 

message to the American, he said realistically that Americans 

seem to be rediscovering the Soviet Union , and we are redis

covering American. Fear and suspicion are gradually giving way 

to trust and feeling of mutual liking. 

The genesis of'all the regional conflicts, would point 

to differences in approach to their historical origin, and 

while they concern third world countries, they are enmeshed in 

East-West tensions. 

The Afghanistan issue had de .. stablised, areas, beyond 

its geographical limits, and was provoked by outside inter

ference ; there is hardly any doulj.t that the· Geneva accords 

brought about through negotiation, between all the parties to 

the conflict and with an active contribution from the United 

Nations, opens ~p the prospect of progress, both on the external 

and domestic aspects of the Afghan problem. The Geneva docu

ments call for an end to the undeclared war against Afghnistan 

by Pakistan- US. aided rebel groups, corresponding guarantees 

by the two super powers •' encouragement to the Afghan refugees to 

return home peacefully and in honour and dignity and settting 

·forth the stages of the Soviet military pull out. 

But the prospects of peace in Afghanistan, and the 

establishment of a govt. of national unity in KE.pul are·being 
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hampered by ~he intransigence of the alliance of the seven 

rebel group, based inside Pakistan; have rejected the Geneva 

agreement, saying they intend to fight till final victory. Even· 

as Soviet troops withdrew from Afghanistan before the Feb 15, 

deadline, the situation was ma~e comulicated and dangreous by the 

Afghan rebel; who not only attacked the departing Soviet Convoy's 

but fired rocket at Kab u.~,l, Khandhar and Many ocher cities. 

Meanwhile, that Drego cordove:~ , the UN mediator on 

Afghanistan, will continued his attempt to forge a political 

settlement t_hrough diplomacy. The post Soviet withdrawal 

scenario in Afghanistan is clear. 

As to other regional problem concerned, peace in 

Gulf after cec3.l?,efire in the eight yeaJ; old Iran-Iraq war has 

been greately welcomed by the Gorabchev regime. Although there 

is peace, the UN security council resolution 598, contributed 

much t.v normalize, situations. United Nation is taking effective 

measure to bring about a comprehensive peace in the Gulf. A 

move is also supported bv Moscow. It is an effort of UN. and 

new thinking that changes relationship, and makes possible to 

it. to political negotiation if Iran-Iraq conflict. 

The Soviet initiative are taken into consideration, the 

ideas and initistives of other :Asian state. Soviet proposal 
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seek to secure the balance of interest and show the Soviet Union 

flexibility, its readiness for compromises and consideration for 
.. , 

/.· 

all sides opinion. A long and tortuous way, which lies a 'head 

cannot be travelled .alone, that way leads to a peaceful nuclear 

free world, in keeping with ~lobal interest. 

Kamnuchea was an old issue that had been destabilisin~ 

the South East Asian region,. The announcement of the phased 

withdrawal of the ·ietnamese troops raised the prospect of peace 

in Kampuchea, as well as in th~ region. During the last general 

Assemblv session. both 'ietn.ne.rst; rc.rll:ithe ASEAN countries spoke of 

the possibility of imminent peace. In Jakarta, the Indonesian. 

Govt. · . .:as' lending a helpful n..;a:nJ. in bringing the parties concerned 

to a negotiating table. 

The chan~es for peace are improved in West-Asia too, after 
Q 

Palestinian chairman Yas.az Ara:ta t accented Isr~--"1' s right to exist~ 

The resolution of the Palestinian question looked so much more 

encouraging, when one Britain and other European countries taking 

to Arafat, and appearing to play a mediatong role between Isrr:;e;'l 

and PLO. Intifidah's success and Jordan role in cutting all ties 

with Israel, led ~o the proclamation of the state of Palestine. 

It was development that appeared to improve proSJ:lect of independent 

state Palestine, homeland on the International horizon. 
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Soviet response to all the fastu1Dvln&.development concerning 

Palestine has been more than positive. 

The signing of agreement at a ceremony at the United 

Nation on Dec. 22, for the independence of Namibia, in 

accordance with the Security council resolution. and .fo~ 

the PhEsed with drawal of Cuban troops from Angola, the 

UN secretary said, the agreement were the successful cone-
J. 

lusion of ttight months of intensive nef!otlation between 

South Africa. Cuba and Angola. with the ':$~tliation of the 

United States and the support of the soviet Union , having pls-
. 

yed on· important and constructive role in the peacei'uroces.s 

Southern Africa. Analyst see the Soviet role in this region 

as 'a visible sucess:;of Gorbachev's new thinking. It is 

hoped that southern Africa region after independence will 

be peaceful, and also follow the_path of peaceful coexi-
10 

stence 

The Soviet Union proceeded from the premise that the 

level of arms.in Asia should be reduced to limits of 

reasonable sufficiency for defence<t;Lone., Aware of the 

Asian and Pacific- countries concern, the Soviet Union has 

stated that it will not•increase the quantum of Nuclear 

weapon in the Pegion. 
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Most analysts has credited that thes:e development 

are the new thanking of Mikhail Gorbachev, that has 

sought an end to regional conflicts. So that Moscow 

could invest more on the domestic front. Perhaps more 

than anything else, 1988 brought a watershed in a US 

Soviet relation . The two side displayed a greater 

degree of multual trust cooperation than at any time 

since world war II, by agr.eei'ng to sign an agreement on 

eliminating all medium range mis~ih~ from Europe. 

The 27th Party congress also made an important 

contribution to the development of the concept of a com-

prehensive system of International s~curity, whicq is 

based mainly on the principl~ of ensuring security 

through political means. The new concept maintained that 

equal security could be achieved not by the highest pos-

sible, but by lowest level of strategic parity from which 

nuclear and other type of weapons of mass-destruction 

must be totally excluded. 

3. INNOVATIVE POLICIES THE TREND AWAY FROM CONFRO-------------------
:NTATION 

Most O'fthe regional conflict analysed above are showing

some sign of s6lution. The soviet Union is obviously 

interested to avoid a military confrontation in Asia and 
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the Pacific region. Gorbachev also appealed for an 

international conference for making the Indian Ocean a 

zone of peace by the year 1990, to usher in a new era 

of peace and security in this ~ilitary sensitive region 

The USSR claimed.that it would like to see Asi~. 

as well as the whole world enter into the 21 st cnetury 

free from nuclear and chemical weapons, to ensure an end 

to armed conflict, 'and regional conflicts, and military 

preparation there. the Soviet proposals as follows :. 

A - To block the proliferation and build up of Nuclear 

weapon in Asia and the rieacific ' 

B - To ensure a settlement 1)f regional conflicts ; 

C- To reduce the activity of naval forces. particuarly 

that of nuclear armed shin 

D - To work for making the Indian Ocean a zone of neace; 

E - To start graduallv reducing conventional armament and 

armed forces ; 

F - To work out confidence building measure for the cou-

ntries of the region ; 

4. THE DYNAMICS OF PEACE-BUILDING AND THE CENTRAL SUPE----------------------------------------------------
RPOWER RELATIONSHIP 

The nriorities and obiectives of neace-building follow-
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ing the Gorbachev;-Reag•ah summitry reflect the deeper under-

standing of the spill-over effects of the regional and 

sub-regional conflict into the central superpower relation-

ship. The Basic principles Agreement of 1972 could not over 

come the perception gaps in the context of the particularisms 

of the two bloc'· systems. Their. interventionist tendencies 

in the Third world could only lead to a bleak prognosis which 

worked against mutual abstension and restraint. In bringing 

about a satisfactory balance to insulate the central super 

power relationship, the new East-West accords do·.,not aim 

at any short- terms fixing but are intended to provide the 

bedrock for predictable ?lone-term U.S. SOVIET relationshiP. 

There has been a definite learning process from the 

bitter experience of the late 1970s and early 1980s when both 

th f d th t th ensured bv th . e superpowers oun a ey were __ . .. _ ____ e~r own 

paranoid Policies and could not arrive at -any meaningful 

aQ-r,eements ·- Gorbachev' s emphasis on 'self-restraint and 

Rm~n's willingness to develop superpower cooperation on 

regional disputes has dramaticallv changed the conflictual 

situation between washineton and Moscow. 



C H A P T E R - IV 

THE THEORY AND CASE STUDY OF THE INF TREATY 
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The case study of the INF serve the purpose of exami-

ning questions and criteria which affect the dynamics of ~eace-

building in an era when the appraisal of realities of human 

survival is the crucial task for summit diplomacy, The eollapse 

of the Soviet-American dete"te in the earlier part of the 

eighties led to the realisation of the need to change the ~att~ 

ern of confrontation in the international environment. Gorbaehev~s 

new thinking hel~ed to change both Soviet and American perce

ptions and expectations. The INJi' Treaty provides the anal~'fi.,.. 

cal lens throught which the new system o.:fi values and attitu...-
.. 

des in Soviet and American toreign policy canbbe viewed. 

By freeing the world of al::I. land based intermediate range miss-

iles ( !rom 500 to 5, 500 k •. m •. ) Gorbachev and Re?-ganopened 

the door to a new arrangement in the distant future when 

strategies o:t both side could be. moved :tlowards non .... offensive de" 

·-
defence. The West has been often unresponsive to Gorbachev's 

signals but enever these has been picked,up the dynamics 

of peace-building has been accel,era ted.. The toudhstone of 

' 
Gorbacbevt.s vision fqr a stable peace can be found in his 

folLowing words :: 

" The path towards the real is a ti on of reasonable 

'sufficiency we see in governments not having more 

military strength and armaments than is necessa~y 

for their reliable defence, and also in their ar~ed 

forces being structured insuch a way that they will 

provide all that is needed for the repulsion of any 

possible aggression but could not be used for 
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l' offensive purposes ~ 

The INF Treaty can properly be regardsd ru move towards 

an intermediate stage on way to the final achievement 

of peace~building through non~offensive defence, It 

is only if we understand the connection of the INF 

effort with the overall mqve towards substantive reje .... 
·, -

ction of offensive forees tnat the various levels of 

Gorbachev's grand st2r.ategy can be perceived, The 

INF is not only a first step in the compromise between 

US and Soviet Arms control. proposals t its is an impro~ 

tant corrective action for achieving a macro~perspeetive 

of a global environment tor a stab~e peace, 

It began a hope of life free form fear, because 

-
nobody would have ever thought of such an intimate 

exchange and such an opeinig~ between the two great 

adversaries. It is a direct consequences 0f the 

Gorbachevts steadtact commitment to achieving real arms 

reductions~· rather than mere1y limiti"ng increases as in 

previous treaties~ It also is the result of NATO soli~ 

darity in responding to the threat posed by the Soviet 

deployment of Ss-20 missile. There has been some progress 

too on such a key issue, as the reduttion of strategic 

l. Lette;r from M, Gorgachev 1'6 Nov~ 198Z .in !)?AS Report, Journal 
of the Federation of ~{r!eric;an sc;iefJ.tists Vol. 4J:,No.2 February 
1988. 
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offensive weapons, also c~ose to harmonisation are the 

fundamental issues of the future universal convention ~ 

on the complete prohibition and destruction of chemical 

weapons Hitherto, unknown standards of openners and of 

the scope and depth of mutual verfication and control 

are being asserted in the sphere of disarmament, there 

have also been the first·, buthi"ghly important steps 

towards a restrutdturing of international relations, 

The Gorbachev persistent efforts and bold peace 

initiative began to have a deep impact on East..- West 

relations~ and it changes the world seenario, A summit 

meeting in Geneva, the leader .of the countries recognises 

them special responsibility for maintaining world peace ; 

and also that any conflict whether nuclear or conventional 

between the two Jouldi have catastropnic consequences 

emphasising the importance o;f preventing any war, they also 

declared· that they woul,d not seek to achieve ~ilitary 

superiority. President Re~gen in~a meeting with NATO allies 

expressed that r-

" we must !Jnd will e:rtg.age the Sovi"et in dialogue, 

aa serious and constructive as J.'Ossible, a dialogue. 
-~ )' 

that will serve to promote peace in the ~ubl ed 

regions of the world ;- reduce the level of arms, 
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and build a constructive worki-nq 
. 2 

relationsh~p • 

The joint statement issued by the U,S and Soviet 

Union at Geneva, u·oted , secretary $bul tz and foreign 

minister Gromyko, agreed tbat the new negotiation would 

addresst a complex of questions concerning space and 

nyclear arms, both strategic and intermediate range with 

all tbe questions considered and resolved in their inter-

relationship Secretary Sbultz expressed the hope that tbese 

negotiations would ui i trnately . ~ead· to the coU~tJ:'lete el, itni .... 

nation of nuclear arms every where. It bas won the J:'rinci~le 
-

of tvus;t;, supported by means of effecici::itve implementation 

of its porvisions, By el.iminating nuclear we~pons, a major 

step would be made towards genuine democratisation of 

relations among states, towards their equality and equal 

responsibility~-

' 
Geneva summit as an important step in the prpcess of 

--
normalising international seenario. It paved the way t~~ 

coQ:~prehensive and detailed discussions covered the full 

agenda of issues, an agenda encom}'assing arms control 

--!""-~..-.... ~·-·~~--~~~~-~· 
!;_ 

2. Ol~n Victor B:.-' ~- The Geneva tai1ks on Nuclear and· puter space 
weapons : NATO Review ( Bz ussels) , Vol.- 23, No. 1 pp •. lO •. :n, Feb .... 
1985 .. 
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human rights and humanitarian matters, settiliements 

of regional conflicts and bilateral relations, Insp~te 

of tfiis , they have put forward concrete and radical 

proposals din the negotiations, on nuclear and space arms 

' Halving of all nuclear system of the USA & USSR, 

capable of reaching each other territoryf 

Reduction of 50% of nuclear a:rsenals t 

Direct negotiations with Brilain & France tor redu~ 

etion ot their nuclear weapons t 

..,. Prohibition of space strike arms ;-

Al, though;' the 
' 

Geneva sul'Ullit failed to bring about 
' 

the expected result, but it pave the way for another su~ 

mmit in Reykj-avik',' chance ot 5VJ%. cut ·in strategic weapon 
' 

appeared very bright~ There were also prospect for complete 

elimination of Soviet and US medium range missile in 

Europe~ 

At Reykjavik,' the Gorbaenev made ettort to reach an 

agreement b~ ottering substantial concession, The summit 

once again confirmed that the soviet Unionts staunch 

' 
and steadfast adherence to" the concept of a comprehensiye 

system of a common universal security • Gorbachev opinions 

it only ensures that equal danger of each of them continuation 
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of the nuclear arms race will bring chis equal threat. 

He emphasised that genuine e~ual security is guaranted 

not by a~ eKcessively high but by the lowest possible 

level of strategic parity. 

' 
Reykjavik summit wss a result of the consistent 

peace ·iiill.~iat:tveof the Soviet Union, and the world wide 

support generated by them• But it was also not~ble to 

produce sui table result, because of Reagen • s adhenoeh1to 

SDI programme~ 

Cr" Pee 31, 1~·.5 a few winute before "the UN· as new 

year set in, a year ::.hat was designated yby the UN as the 

International Year or Peace, Mikhail Gorbacheve again 

sounded a claaton, call to preserve peace avert the threat 

of a nuclear war and to prevent a tatal disaster~ He 

declared; that 

'' ~ the Nuclear age people Gf the earth are all 

.J.~ Olle boat 1 it is irresponsible to reck this boat 
3 

biJ l!Ulitary a~nturism11 
( M~Gorbachev.) 

·-~-........ ...--~-~~~--.... --. 
3. .., The Reality and Guarantee of a secure world 11 Pravda 

( Moscow) Se}:'t :n, 198 7 pp ~ 2 3 • 
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Reykjavik meeting open up fresh prospects; and 

it proves that the two giants c~n agree if they want to 

Further more it raise hopes wor~d wide !or further redu~ 

ctions tile both nuclear and convettioaal weapons~ Before 

INF treaty tew people believed tbat nuclear disarmament 

was possible, whereas now the wor!l,d is about to take a 

big step towards a nuclear ~ tree ~orld, But the first 

time, in the history of nuclear weapons or soviet ~ American 

nuclear confrontation~ to be more preci·se it has beoemeP 

possible to agree on destroying two ciasses of nuclear 

weapons, But this is a only 4 beginning, no doubt, 

Tbe INF treaty is important for se~ral ~easons, 

n6t least because it reprosents the first nuclear arms 

reduction agreement entered into force by the super powers 

and for the first time the two sides agreed on site 

imspections of warheads and missile, and for the presence 

ot observere in the plants where the weapons are produced 

and assembled, A( 'th_e same ti~e, the treaty porvides for 

the elimination of all~bs~and Soviet INF missile system 

in the range of 500~5500 km ( about 300~3400 miles) and the 

-~~-~~-~--------
4. Haley Edtitard .P : Lesso(l.s ;from Reykjavik, Orb is ( Phi ,lade). ..,. 

pllia ) Vol. 31, No.1 198'l , PP•. 25...,.96 •. 
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elimination or conversion of related facilities within 

three years after it enters into force~ The treaty bans 

all production and fight test~ng of these missile 

immediately~ After that the t;reaty will ban all facili...

ties, for deployment, storage; :repai:r and production of these 

missile system\ The verfication rules of this treaty is 
', 

devoted to this subject, and it is the ;::toughest and 

' 
most rigid verification s•chJule:-ever. Although there is 

encouraging for mankind, At last; peace seems to have 

gotten the chance it needed~ 

The treaty represents the successful, outcome o! a 

strategy whdich NATO adopted in Pee. 1979, The alliance wae 

confronted with the threat~ nignlighted by the dep~oyment 

of the SS ~ 20~ of the growing disparity between NATO and 

the WARSAW PACT in the INF missile. The alliance agreed 

on· a cQurse Of act ion to rec;lu.ce tf\is d'dispari ty t a progra..-

mme of u.s deployment in Europe and an offer of us ..... USSR 
I 

negoK:Lation to establish a balance at the lowest possible 

level. U.S. Defence minister in a meeting with defense 

minister of NATO,/in Brussels, said ... 

" The recently com::l ~qea· IN'P agreement, between U.S 

and SovLet Uni·on Ls a mil es·to.{le :in an efforts to 

achieve a more secure a-!'2:<:t s-table peace at lower levels 

of ar~. We ]ook for~ara to the earl~ entry into force • 
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s. 
of this agreement u 

'Ihe president Reagen has said that it would be 

better to have no arms control agreement that cannot be 

effective verification~ According this treaty contain 

the most str~ngent veritieation p~ovision in the history 

of arms control compliance with it can be effectively 

verified\ The treaty meets tile obj-ective, the US has esta-

blished for verification ot the treaties terms~ These 

objective are to :~ 

Ensure confidence in the agreements ; 

Deter violations ot the treaty by increasing the 

likr~$hood, that such vio~ation would be detected ; 

Specially the V~rification pro;ision included : 

An unprecede!lted e~eha.nge of data on the.system, 

limited by . thettreaty,- including numbers, locations, 

and technical characteristic cif~lll INF missile and 

launchers ; 

Ins~ectors at INF sites to confirm the validity of 

the data exchanged, to help verlf~ -elimination of 

5. Shultz, Gee~~ : Achievement of the INF Treaty~ United States, 
Department of state Bureau of public affairs { Washin~ton D.C) 
May • 16, 1988. 
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these weapons and relate intrastructure and to 
' 

hilp verify that IN~ activity has ceased ; 

..... Sb,ort notice on site inspection at INF related 

sites during the 3 years reduction period and 

Prohibition on inter:terence·with verification by 

national technical rneans6 t 

BASIC OB~!GATION OF TREATY :-
~·~~~ ... ~·~-~·-·~-...... ~.~-·~---~-~-

' 

!?resident Reagan and· <len ~.Sec. Mikhal Gorbachev 

exchan~ed instruments of rati!ication at the Moscow 

sumrni''t on June ! and the IN~ treaty- immedia telJ.y entred 

into :terce and the first week ill July both have begun·,) 

sending te~rns of inspectors to·~~each other sites, to help 

in the pr(!)eess of assessing c0mpliance with the INF 

The INF treaty ob~tgates the US and Soviet Union 

to elimi-nate all of thei·r intermediate and shorter ... range 

missile· & system, and prohibiled each side :trom possessing 

tb,em therea:tter, It also req~ires8 that rniisile related 

factlities be ~eliminated, After that neither side may 

6 •. Culley Harriet, INF Treaty :- A sucess story : Bureau of Public 
Affairs (Washington) No~ 202, pp. 647. Dec. 1987. 
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pr<:>duce or test any missile." Vfuatsoever, they may 

launch upto h'lllndred intermediate range missile during 

the :first sixtn month •. of the elimination period for the 

:pole purpose <:>f destroying tb,em. Such launches for 

destruct i0n purposes canno·tJ. i:be c<:>nducted in a manner that 

could· pr0duce useful in format ion :;for missile development, 

~' and· inspectors will be present tor these ·launches. Now 

as the treaty provisions are ~-

V_aritication obligation : ·Theh~ each side will continue 

t<:> use it natio~al ,technical means, as the principal 

met~od· of monit0ring the treaty, another important means 
~ 

to assist in verification is through the unprecedented 

on~si.te inspection rights established by the treaty. 

with a force of 200 tnspectors 200 monitor •· and 200 

air crew members from each side. 

~~line-inspection~' 't<:i> be conducted shortly after the 

INF treaty enter into force to verify the number of 

missile~ and launcheres at declared facilities, including 

bases at which missiles are ~perating, repa ired and 

stored •. 

Close out inspection : To ensure that only when all 
~ 

lNF ass0ciated activity has indeed terminated.( will 
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declared a site be deactiv~ted and removed from the li~t 

of declared facilities both the US and USSR will have 

right to conduct inspections to observe that treaty 

limited activities have ceased at that facility. 

Elfmination Inspection : the US and Soviet Union have 
., 

on obligation to observe the destruction of missile and 

launchers at elimination facilities. A s~de will provide 

30 day:;; notification that elimination of treaty limited 

item will commence, In the case of elimination by laun ... 

cher,' lO days notice will be reCiuired. Since more than 

one missile on launchers ean be destroyed at a time • 

Duri-ng the three yeoars el,imination peridd; the side will 

conduct as many inspection as are necessary to observe 

the elimination o! all items in the treaty subject to 

elimination. 

Short notice Inspection ::: The US and USSR are entitled 

to conduct a speci!ic number of short notice inspection 

per year ot agreed location ._ Thus during the first three 

year of the treaty, before all system have been eliminated 

both nations will have the right to short - notice inspection 

per year the first five year after the complete elimination 

of INF missile system, both sid~s can conduct - on - site 

imspection each years. For the ~ast five year e~ch can 

conduct ten similar 'i7 
inspection per years. 

7. Statement by Max. Kampelwan: On negotiation and Ratification.Dept. 
of State Bulletin (Washtinton) March,l988 pp 41-42. , 
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For the special case of the Soviet SS-25, ICBM 

which is assembled at a facility where SS-20 missile 

formerly were assembled. The Soviet has explicitly agreed to 

allow the United States to establish a continuous monitoring 

system at the SS-25, and United States has agreed to allow 

the Soviet to establish a continuous portal monitoring system 

at the former Pershing-II missile facility. 

The INF treaty satisfies the requirements by~st-

ablishing precise; unambf$":1,..ous obligation by creating a 

network of inter related constraints and measure, that allow 

careful monitoring, -and to raise the cost and difficulty 

of cheating and the risk of getting caught, and by creating 

a mechanism for addressing compliance concerned. In sum the 

verification regime of the treaty provides an extensive 

network of checks and cross checks, appropriate to a zero 

level environment where the production, flight testing, 

indeed, the existence of INF missiles is prohibited. 

The INF agreement is of course, historic proportions 

because never before have two worlds powers agreed to 

eliminate an entire catagory of existing weaponary. Although 

it is a positive example of United States and Soveit deter-

mination and ability to resolve controversial issues, and 

to 't/Ork to resolve a security problem and to consolidate 
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peace and International security, to restructure the system 

of International relations on democratic of peaceful co

existence of states, for averting the threat of world war. 

INF treaty is a first step towards a Nuclear 

free world, signed by Secretary M. Gorbachev and Ronald 

Reagan in Washington! it is as a symbol of the real hope 

to avert the risk of Nuclear weapon, facing humanity.The 

Zero-Zero treaty between them, marks the starting point 

for real progress on the road to disarmament. It is a 

turning point of historic importance to the whole world; 

and showed for the first time ever that disarmament is 

possible. The elimination of Zero warheads does not 

remove the danger; inspite of this there ar~ around 50,000 

such warheads in the world. But this step is, moreover, only 

possible direction towards human survival. Mikhail Gorbachev 

deserves every credit for the ability and sense of purpose 

he has shown. It is a good beginning for the process towards 

the total abolition of weapons of mass annihilation. 

The treaty is not at all the fruit of policy from 

strength or of the intensive arms. race. It is a result of the 

unprecedently favourite climate for the cause of peace 

and disarmament; created in the world by growing awareness 

of the perils of arms race. That ground swell of struggle 
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for peace, contributed significantly towards the treaty• 

It is most important asp_ect was the innovative and dynamic 

foreign policy of the Soviet Union, which put forward 

a series of bold and far reaching proposals for disarmament. 

They gave a new dimension to the mass movement for the 

prevention of nuclear catastrophe and for curbing the 

arms race. 8 

The effective policies of peace initiative relies 

on New political thinking that has originated from the 

Soviet Union, and is a reflection of the dramatically 

changed realities of the late 20th century. New thinking 

with its common criteria and emphasis on human reason and 

cnnsc_ienc.eis exerting.: eve;: greater influence on Internati

onal affairs. It emphasise that world is owe and interdependent 

that the alternative is to survive or to perish in it 

together, that security is guaranteed today not through 

the escalation of armaments but through mutual accords; 

and demands a new approach to global problem. 

The paramount global problem is that of safeguarding 

peace, and INF is the first tangible result of New thinking. 

The road to agreement was smooth and easy, ley us ret!a~~ 

just some of the points on its last stretchT: _____ _ 

B. George Shultz Statement on the INF Treaty, Department of State 

Bulletin (Washington) March,1988, pp 31-40. 
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--- -In August,1985, the Soviet Union unilaterally, 

halted its all Nuclear explosion and called for immediate 

talk on a total Nuclear test ban. That moratorium was 

extended five time but the United States did not reciprocate. 

This initiative gave a strong impetus to the mass movement 

of millions, all over the world for a Nuclear test ban. 

In November, 1985, the General Secretary of CPSU, and 

the United States President said in his joint statement at 

the end of the Geneva meeting that Nuclear wa~ must never • 

be fought and that there will be no winner in it. 

--- On January,1986, the Soviet Union announced a programme 

for the total abolution of Nuclear weapons in the world 

by the year 2000, which because veritable manifesto of 

human survival. The idea and programme for the Nuclear 

free world were further elurc.idated· in the Delhi Declaration 

on the Principle for a Nuclear weapon free and Non-violent 

world. 

--- The Soviet Union and other Socialist countries launched 

at the United Nation a series of ·New major initiative includ

ing a blue print for a comprehensive system of International 

security. 
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The Warsaw treaty members countries addressed NATO and 

the European states with the proposal for cutting the armed 

forces to the level of structural non-aggressiveness. They also 

advanced the idea of comparing the military doctrine of the 

two alliance, removing suspicious that has accumulated 

over the years and revising the military doctrine .~soas to 

t;:ake ~ll~L~e~~usively defensive. They suggested that Zones 

free from both Nuclear and chemical weapons be established 
• 

and the chemical weapons be prohibited and eliminated. 

Another proposal was for the elaboration of effective 

measures of verifying arms reductions, including on site 

inspection. 

--- The treaty protects future options to maintain a credible 

nuclear deterrent and sustain its strategy of flexible res-

ponse. 

--- It created, opportunity for taking step towards a 

democratisation of International system and move towards a 

more peaceful International order. 

--- It will remove more than 2000 Nuclear weapons from 

Europe, thereby lessening the level of confrontation in the US 

Soviet relationship. West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl 

d~~cribed the agreement as historic because it called for 
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genuine disarmament and it would open the door to further 

arms control. 

--- The accord mark the end of the arms race and the 

beginning of the destruction of Nuclear arsenals; 

--- The INF has broken New ground on the vexed questions 

of verification. The shedding of long standing Soviet 

inhibitons on intrusive site inspection, under Gorbachev, 

facilitates movement across the board in all arms limitation 

talks; 

--- The INF Treaty created New possibilities in Disarmament, 

it is indeed the first time that USA-USSR have agreed to 

eliminate entire categories of Nuclear weapons. In the 

pas~ only .aged and obsole$cent Nuclear weapons were retired. 

The New accord would lead to the removal of the some of the 

most modern Nuclear weapon system like the Soviet SS-20 and 

United States Pershing II and the ground launched missile 

(GLCM). 

The importance of INF, it created a climate of 

relative mutu~l confidence which has been signally lacking 

in the super power relationship that can normally be 

expected to spread to other aspect of East-West relationship 

as a whole. INF is a harbinger of political and military 

cooperation for European audiences.(The Financial Times) 
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Further arms reductions and the increasing normalisat-

ion of super power relation are also the necessary means to 

the goal of revitalising detente. Gorbachev emergence 

and the INF accord have encouraged the allied public to 

look forward to further improvements. Denmarks politiken 

labelled that the INF Treaty ct;i.1 epoch making agreement 

because it symbolises the beginning of a New period of 

detente. Norway's Afterposten called at a good basis for 
. I ' 

the efforts towards detente in .a wider perspective. 

Finally the INF treaty provides a model that can be 

applied to other arms control Negotiations. It provides 

a new wind of international detente that blowing from 

Washington towards the rest of the world. but the question 2 

arises, upt_o ~>~hat extent it is able to maintain peace in the 

world, whereas it is only four percent of both Nuclear 

arsenals. Answer is that, INF is a first step towards this 

it provides new opportunity, new approach, new process, 

if such process continued in the future, I hope, that no 

doubt, the twenty first century will be peaceful. 

As for as peace is concerned, the favourable tendencies 

are gaining ground international level. A development has 

started moving along the path paved by Washington summit. 

It indeed became a turning point in world History, it 

showed the possibility of improving the world situation. 
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It was Gorbachev that confirmed the correctness 

of the need for and constructiveness of new political 

thinking gleams of hope have emerged, however, not only in 

the field of medium and shorter range missile; the banning 

of nuclear testing have started, it engendered and inten-

sified worldwide demand for an end to test. 

The Soviet - US meeting in Washington gave a new 

dimension to the struggle against Nuclear threat. The leaders 

of the USA and USSR re~hed an unde-rstanding on the possibility 

and need for drastic red'l}ction in the. Nuclear arms arsenals. 

The Unitecil. Nation sponsored international 

conferences on the relationship between disarmament and 

development in New York, 
1
in August-September,l987, stated 

that disaramament and development are the two most urgent 

problem facing mankind today. The reduction and elimination 

of nuclear weapons and non-militarization of space 

therefore constitute an economic as well as political 

imperatives. The concept of disarmament for development 

is winning broad~rsupport. 

The Treaty gives a strong impetus to all the 

peace campaigner by demonstrating that, the West German 

...: . r- - -· . 
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peace movement, for instance, as campaiging throughout 

the early 1980's against the deployment of pershing, 

and cruise missile in the country. Although the main goal ,,.r 

was not achieved, the political climate in the F·R.G. 

changed . It is now clear that genearally optimism, 

patience and perseverance are a must in the struggle for 

peace and disarmament. 

It is possible that people are convinced to 

create condition which will rule out world war.The first 

step towards a nuclear free world taken and obliges 

all of us to work ever more concertedly and purposefully in 

the struggle for the greatest value humanity has life. 

The conclusion of a INF treaty. It is extremely 

important because among other things, it gives people the 

confidence that we can move on to the next step. There is now 

a general feeling that we have moved the whole process of 

saving humanity from Nuclear distruction. People are now 

aware that the worldwide peace movement does produce suitable 

results. The peace policies and ~ini,tiatd;v_e of the Soviet 

Union and the other countries, it is possible to come to 

agreement even in diffcult times. The peace movement has 

gained strength and would have the way to Nuclear disarma-

ment the year 2000. 
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The Warsaw treaty members countries regarding the 

consolidat~on of peace, the elimination of the threat of 

war to mankind, and the development of .extensive mutually 

beneficial International cooperation, as the supre~e goal of 

their policy. They intend to contribute their supreme 

goal of their policy. They intend to contribute their 

all round efforts to further comprehensive and equal security. 

The states represented at the meeting confirm their deter

mination to do everything in order to achieve new accords in the 

field of disarmamentand make the process of disarmament co

ntinuous and irreversible; establishing a New International 

economic order and setting without delay, ecological and 

other global problem. 

The solution of problems that determines survival of 

mankind and the progress of civilisation demands common 

efforts and active participation of all countries and 

people.within this context, the state represented at the 

meeting stress the need for enhancing the role of the United 

Nation and the readiness to facilitate this in all way. The 

Warsaw treaty members countries resolutely come out in 

favour of:-

ensuring security by political rather than military 

means 

asserting the primacy of International law in Inter-state 

relations; 
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maintaining normal relations among states irrespective 

of their &Oi9~al and political sys tern. 

replacing confrontation and · hqstilit-y with a policy 

of partnership, mutual understanding; 'trust go?d 

n~ighbourliness; 

--- mutual consolidation for the interest of all states 

cooperation in the field of human rights and in the 

humanitarian sphere with one accord for commitment 

for commitment assumed. 

The following are the vital requirement of policy of 
security, mutual understanding and cooperation among states:-

s-trict respect for national independence, sovereignty 

and equality of all states, equality of peoples and 

the right of each people to self determination and a 

free choice of the way of its social and political 

developments; 

--- Non-interference in domestic affairs; 

Unconditional renumciation of the use of the force or 

threat of force in any forms. 
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strict respect for the established territorial and 

political realities, inviolability of the existing 

borders and the territorial integrity of states. 

--~ settlement of any disputes exclusively peaceful ways. 

These developments are reshaping the international 

system from the erstwhile bipolar conflictUal model into 

a more pluralistic multipolar system in one respect, and 

a shift from the hierarchical model towards a more demo

cratised system. Because of emergence of new centres of 

powers in the world - Japan, especially as an economic 

technological great power. China as a politico-military 

power modernising and reforming across the board to be 

above to be a front-ranking power in the world by the end 

of the century. The two super powers would undoubtedly con

tinue to be the prime influences in global affairs, but 

additional essential actors are likely to have their own 

paradigm of relationship and influences in relation to the 

super powers, amongst themselves, and towards the rest of 

the world. 

The people at large are ready for change, and 

Mikhail Gorbachev symbolised the hopes, aspirations and 

operationalisation of that change. He moved in his view 
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ways of thinking from equqlity and equal security to the 

broader concept of mutual security_which includes the 

notion that the adversarys insecurity works to one disadvantage. 

Similarly the idea of reasonable sufficiency relies on a 

sophisticated appraisal of long term balances in interest. 

The Washington Summit provided Gorbachev with additional 

international stature and perhaps with increased authority 'i ..... - ···-

within the soviet leadership. Whether that prestige and 

authority can be translated into domestic political power to 

sustain the pace of perestroika, depends in part on moving 

beyond the INF Treaty to even more significant and clearly 

beneficial arms control agreements, thus containing any 

military and political backlash that may be building . 

• Tfte Real prospect of the complete elimination of Nuclear 

weapons in the Asian pacific region is linked not only 

with the establishment of deep confidence between the 

USSR and the USA, but also with a serious improvement 

in the International Political climate as a whole 9 
--~ ~- ~ ----------..---.. ------
9. Rogachev I; Peace and security in the Asian Pacific Region, The 

Results of the Past Year. Soviet Review,(New Delhi) Vol.25, No.2,1988. 

pp 42-43. 
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The Washineton meeting with the President 

Reagan may cause a kind of peaceful chain reaction in the 

field of stratigic offensive arms and non-launching 

of weapons into outerspace. The United States should 

welcome the restructuring process because it will reduce 

a risk of a Nuclear clash.and regional instability. 

But moreover some Western feels that restructuring may 

weaken the political and economic unity of Western Europe. 

The USSR will reach its market, and will exer~. greater 

political influence on the developing countries, Soviet 

military and other aid to them may be increased, and some 

of them will want to adopt the model of the soviet economy, if 

it proves competitive vis-a-vis the J United States economy. 

There has been intense debate going on,in the West whether 
should the capilalist state cooperate Gorbachev or not. 

Alan B. Sheer in his book 'Soviet objective in Gorbachev 

era' writes that -

" .• Perhaps no Soviet leader has evoked so much of interest 

and euphoria, _as the present Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 

His policies towards global peace and disarmament-and 

his numerous initiative in Asia-pacific and many other 

areas have been appreciated widely. They have taken every 

10 
West European countries by surprise" - Alan B. Sheer. 

Finally be advocates that the West must understand Gorbachev's 

sincerity and help him in bringing in an era of mutual trust and 

cooperation. 

10. Sheer Alan B, The other side of Arms Control; Soviet objective in 
the Gorbachev era(LOndon) 1988, pp 325. 
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CONCLUSION 
-----·~---~~~ 

The dramatic developments in Soviet ~ American 

relations following the Reagen~Gorbachev Summitry cannot 

be understood in simplistic terms. Those scholars who 

were only used to hegemonic concept.ualisations and were 

not prepared to ~ive them up~ have by and large failed to 

comprehend the far~reaching changes in the very logic of 

contemporary international polities.. The cardinal role 

played by Gorbachev in rethinking the dogmas of the natio~ 

nal secu~ity discourses in both the Soviet and United States 

led blocs has not been appreciated fully by.those who are 

tenaciously holding on to the basic categories of the 

logic of nuclear deterrence at a time when these have become · 

completed outdated~ The present study can only serve as an 

introduction to a wider study of the peace ... building process 

which is suited to the modern age where human survival has 

an overriding urgency. Thetsetting for our study was the 

wide vista of international polities that the I~N~F,Treaty 

has opened, and in which we perceive Gorbachev's role not 

only in terms of the decision~making process on the Soviet 

side but in the large dimensions of the output of 1nterna ... 

tional diplomacy throughmut the world arena. Ou± analysis 

has shown that it is necessary to probe more deeply into 

C\... 
nature of thereagen-Gorbachev summitry if the new political, 
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economic and social realities on which the peace-building 

process depends are to be comprehended. We have tried to 

highlight Gorbachev's personal role and h&s responsibility 

in intvoducing a new perspective on global security issues 

by providing a radically different raison d'etre of the 

Soviet-U.S. relationship to the one he had inherited and 

which was marked by an oscillating cold wan and mounting 

arms race. The main~tream international relations analysts 

are reluctant to explore the avenues opened up by Go~bachev. 

It is the specialists in[lpeace research who are raising 

significant questions : what are the new challenges which 

led to the~gen-,Gorbachev summitry and what were the imp .... 

lications of the joint declaration in Geneva the nuclear 

wan •:could not be won and should not be fought ? What are 

the clevages on the American establishment~s side to the 

bold Soviet intiatives under Go~baehev ? What is the future 

for the doctrine ~f deterrence ? Can the momentum in the 

removal of militaristic values initiated by the Reagen~ 

Gorbacl~vsummit be maintained in the international system ? 

What will be the future role of summitry in achieving multi~ 

lateral strategic cooperation ? 

We can sum up the main points of this study by listing 

five sets of issues which have opened up a new opportunity 

for peace ... building in a militarised and less hegemonic world : 
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1. ISSUES RELATING TO TH~ NON~WINNABILITY OF U -----·- ~------------------- ~-~ ~·~·-·- ~·--- ----~-~ 

NUCLEAR WAR 

The negotiating position of Gorbachev has been 

consistently builti upon the acceptance of plain fact of 

the inability of any power to win a nuclear war.~ He was 

therefore eager to have this attitude accepted at the 1985 

Geneva summit by suggesting the pharse. l:f inadmissibility 

of nuclear war " inclusion in the joint statement, Ulti~ 

mately for the sake ··Of compromise he agreed to !.Re-gan •·s 

formulation u a nuclear war cannot be won and must not be 
-.. ~,, .. 

fought ~.~. Gorbachevts approach to arms control, regionil 

conflicts and bilateral u.s ... soviet issues cannot be under .... 

stood without appreciating the substative content of his 

stance on the inadmissibility o! nuclear war under the cond-

itions of mutual vulnerability is which the superpowers find 

themselves.. In practical terms, Gorbachev has employed a 
·, 

number o! devices such as moratmrium on further deployment 

of SS..-20 missiles and the unilateral moratorium on nuclear 

testing to further his summit initiatives. He has utilised 

a variety of tactors to induce a change in perceptions about 

the acdeptabil i ty of nuclear war and :\has successfully 

transcended the national security discourse on this issue 

which was developed and projected on the international 
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agenda by h~d predecessors; like Molotov, h~uschev; and 

Brezhnev. 

The impulse to:J.avoid nuclear war permeates Gorbachev 1 s 

politics in both the short term and lo~g term perspectives. 

He has successfully ~on tended wtiith re¢gen 1 s own impulse to 

create a SDI .... dominant world which would erode mutual vulner .... 

ability.. Gorbachev's Januarr l5; l986 disarmament proposals 

provide a more acceptable basis to bring into realisation 

a credible scenario • 

. 2.. ISSUES RELATING TO THE PERCEPTUAL CHANGESIN RELATION 

TO THE UNITED. STATES 1 S u EXTENDED DETERRENCEt' DOCTRINE 

Although u.s decision ... makers have develoted much 

thought to the prevention of nuclear war, they were impeihled 

to work towards consideration ot the theory and practice 

of the control of nuclear war situations. A doctirne of 

t
1 extended deterrence " was developed which created anxiety 

in ma~,1y quarters about the United States ta'tdng ri,sks which 

could lead. to nuclear conflict with the Soviet Union. The 

idea of bewng alble to fight a limited {aluclear war as a 

pe~ception certainly came in the way of developing a common 

perspective on the part of the two Superpowers. It is too 

early to say that the;:Jf~en~Gorvachev summitry has resulted 
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in an agreed conceptual framework on nuclear weapons, but 

it is quite obvious that by keeping the negotiating prGeess 

moving forward the atmosphere which prevails now makes it 

increasingly unrealistic to consider nuclear war fighting 

options. The higher level decisions have helped to move 

strategic planning way from u extended dete"rrence'' and 

Gorbachev has the satisfaction of ~eeing the success of 

his diplomacy in the development of a new us~soviet attitu~e 

towards nuclear weapons in~hibh the development and use of 

counterforce capabilities can hardly be considered in any 

meaningful wayt The institutionalisation ot the US-Soviet 

relationship now precludes any turther :-_extension oftlltlhe 

deterrrence doctrine on the part of eith~r side. 

3. ISSUES RELATING TO TilE GENERAL CREDIBILITY OF 
~ ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~---~-~-..... ~-'""!"-~~~~-~-~-~--t:"-~~-~-"P-~-~--~-~----------- ----

DETERRENCE IN SUPERPOWER STRATEGIC DISCOURSE 

Although it is easy to point to the continuing 

relevance of nuclear deterrence,· it is clear thet thb Soviet~ 

American summitry in· its latest phase can only be understood 

in the context of the growing opinion which challenges the 

concepts and approaches regarding the credibility of deterr-

ence. The collep~e of the Soviet~us detente in the early 

eighties led to a lot of soul searching ~bout the central 

role pla:yed by concept of deterrence.T:R_E!agen's strategic 
I -

Defence Initiate itself was a<<. tes·timony to the general 
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ambivalence abcbut deterrence doctrines. The wide range 

of Gorbachev 1 s agenda indicates that he has looked at 

p~oblems of secuuity and peace from a perspective which 

is much wider than the or~hodox proponents of deterrence~ 

Gorbachev has given several signals of change althoush he 

has not formulated a critique of deterrence doctrine in 

so many words~ His serious dialogue with the Americans 

has not a.ri$en o~t of an adherence t:o·· I··lu tual Assured 

Destruction or in terms of a W~rfighting strategy, Instead 

he chosen to deal with America in tbe context of interna

tional relations and security polic~eswhich do not depend 

upon the weilding of the threat ot force. Thus by his 

example he has shown that he would lJi:ke to base the ration

ality of Soviet policy beyond the narrow limits of a 

deterrent relationship. On the American side also',' although 

the logic of deterrence is still ·employed, there is a 

noticeable shift to compromise solutions which would not 

have been ~ndorsed by the original founders of the deterr

ence doctrine." 
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4. ISSUE RELATING TO DE~LINKING OF MILITARISTIC 
------------·--·-·---·------·-·~-----·------~-------------

VALUES FROM THE DIPLOMATIC PROCESS 

A comparative account of the Rec:gen-Gorbachev 

summitry with the earlier US-Soviet of 1960 and 1972 would 

suggest that therelis strong evi~ence o:f.' the de-linking of 

military values from the visible aims ot diplomacy~ In 

1960 the shooting down ot the u~2 spy plane on the eve 

of the Paris summit pointed to the potential of military 

conflict to reach dangerous levels~ Similarly in 1972, 

while the Nixon-Brezhnev summit was on the bombing of 

Haiphong harbour took pl~ce in;a dern~aonstra ti ve manner. The 

agreed framework of the Gorbachev~e~en dialogue~ indicates 

a perspective which is based on considerable political 

accord on constraining .militarily offensive action. Both 

' 

sides have realised that militaristic values can only 

exacerbate their security dilemmas. Both the negotiating 

parties hav.e, therefore, been eager to identify the mecha ... 

nisms for change away from the :logic of military threats 

towards the restructdring of political understanding; 

Apart from the significant bilateral agreements which 

Gorbachev and Reagen have achieved; in dramatic contrast 

to his predecessors Gorhachev has achieved a confidence 

building experience with h:t:S d&alogue partner which did 

not involve any manifestation ot the Soviet intention to 

use mi1 itary power. While at:f.'irming that lilfi,~is a Marxist,' 
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Gorbachdv has clearly distanced himself from the Marxist 

Princ~ple of world revolution which was responsible for 

giving a profile of ideological oppsition to the relati~ 

onship of the Soviet Union with the United States, over 

decades. Gorbachev refused to fuel the arms competition 

any further and developed an evolving role for the Soviet 

Union as a country which adheres,:'to the principles !Bt 

' 
the United Nations Charter~ Although Soviet interests 

have been clearly at ~take in Eastern Eurjpe, the approach 

which Gorbachev has adopted h~s been of desisting from 

any ~ilitary or political·aetion which might destablise 

superpower relations~ ·Thanks to Gorb~chev 1 ~ rhetoric policy 

thrusts the relationship between the North Atlantic Treaty 

organisation and the Warsaw Pact has been transformed in a 

manner which could not have been prophesised when these 

tow military pacts entered il'!to force. :-re have only 

to recall the manner in which khrtSchev had made his threats 

to sign a seperate peace treaty with East Germany durihg 

th~s period of his summitry which Kennedy to relise the 
. 

different s30y1e and substance of Gorbachev t:s summitry •. 

Gorbaehev has consistenly focusses on. peace..,.building as 

the prime factor underlying his negotiations~ It is 
.• 

evid·ent fro~ the record he did not s·eek;> a temporary 

detent~ t the elimination ot militaristic values is 

central to Gorbachevts game plan 
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5. ISSUES RELATING TO MULTILATERAL STRATEGIC COOPERATION 
~~---""!"'----~~-~-P~~~-~~--~~""!"'~~~~~-~~-~-""!"'~·~~ .... ~~-~-""!"'~~~~~--_.--
IN THE ERA OF COMMON SECURiillY 
----------------------------~-

Gorbachev's proposal of January 15, 1986 not only 

provides a new strategic concept~ it also unfolds a plan in 

which three crucial steps are takep towards worldwide 

nuclear disarmament. More~nrer it is an ibtegral part of 

Gorbachev 1 s thinking on goirtg befond Soviet-United States 

stragegic relations to multilatera'- cooperation :in the new 

era of common secutiry. The baadle reason why Gorbachev 

' 

has been able to overcqme the earlier gap in the two 

sup~rpowers perceptions on the question of arms control 

is that he has always had at the back of his mind the 

' 

larger considerations which can help to move the focus 
·, 

away from the coercive aspects of Soviet-US~ strategic rela-

tions towards the new dimensions of multilateral strategic 

cooperation which will ensure that the cold war in never 

again revived~ In the post-cold War world all states rnust 

institutionaltse their interest in avoiding war, and al1 

strategic relationships must be regulated on a fresh basis, 

Hitherto in the name of national. secutiry, multilateral 

strategic cooperation has been neither dynamic nor du~able. 

By refusing to continue the confrontational mode of SoYiet-

American diplomacy and giving a global demension to the 

task of stabilising the dynamics of peaae, Gorbachev did 
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not just imitate Reagents eoneeption of superpower dialogue. 

He 1;Greatad a common ground between the two powers which 

hadd hitherto been ~egarded as the global policemen, and 

created legitimacy for a new conceptualisation in which 
., 

their role would be non~interventionist and non~hegemonic. 

There is no ~lace in Gorbachev}s strategic theory and 

practice for the Brezhnev doctrine or other similar aberr~ 

ations. By withdrawing from Afghanistan and by not mili~ 

rarily intervening to prevent the domocratisation of East 

Europe, Gorbachev clearly indicated that under h~m the 

' 

Soviet Union has given up the theory of spheres influence 

in the form in which it lt·e¢1 to Western and Eastern bloc 

formation. The implicit assumptiol'l il'l his exploring new 
~ 

of regulating the Soviet~American rivalry has been a 

more subtle and so}'histicated understanding of security 

thinking applicable to a wor:Ld· in which nuclear weapon do 
., 

not menance human survival any logner~ Looking ahead 
., 

then Gorbaehevts main contribuiton may have been to initiate 

-
an innovative policy Which wi~l help not only the super~ 

~ 

powers but all states to achieve a durable and stable world 

order in which multilateral strategic cooperation becomes 

a realisable goal. 
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Text of U.S.-Sovlet Treaty to Eliminate Their Medium- and Shorter-range Missiles 

Following is th~ t~xt of th~ tr~aty 
IHtwun th~ U.S. and Sovi~t Union, slgn~d 
at the White House In Washington, D.C. 
Dec. 8. by U.S. President Reagan and 
Soviet /ead~r Mikhail Gorbachev, ~ltmi
nating U.S. and Sovi~t shorur- and 
medium-range missiles from Europ~: 

The United Statea or America and the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republica. herein·after referred to u 
the Parti~: 

CONSCIOUS that nuclear war would have devas-
tating consequences for all mankind, .,, 

GUIDED by the objective of strengthening strategic 
stability, 

CONVINCED that the measurea set forth in thiJ 
Treaty will help to reduce the ri11k or outbreak of war 
and strengthen international peace and security, and 

MINDFUL of their obli~tions under Article VI of 
the Treaty on the No~·Prohferation of Nuclr.ar Weap
ons, 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 

ARTICLE I 
In accordance with the provisions of this Treaty 

which includes the Memorandum of Understanding 
and Protocols which form an integral part thereof, each 
Party shall eliminate its intermediate-range and short· 
cr-range missiles, not have such synems thereafter, and 
carry out the other obligations set forth in the Trea· 
ty. 

ARTICLE II 
(A Gloaaary of Tarma) 

(1] 
Tbe term "ballistic missile" means a missile that has 

a ballistic trajectory over mO&I of its flight path. The 
tam "ground-launched ballistic missile (GLBM)" 
mea111 a ground-launched ballistic missile that ia a 
•capon-delivery vehicle. 

(2) 
The term "cruise missile" means an unmanned, 

ldf·propclled vehicle that sustains flight throush the 
usc of aerodynamic lift over most of its flight path. The 
tcnn "ground-launched cruise missile (GLCM)" 
mean, a ground-launched cruise nihsilc that is a 
weapon-delivery vehicle. 

Ill 
The term "GLBM launcher" mcana a fixed launcher 

or a mobile land-based transponer-c:rcctor-launchcr 
mechanism for launching a GLBM. 

(4) 

The term "GLCM launcher" means a fixed launcher 
or a mobile land-based transporter-c:rector-launcher 
mechanism for launching a GLCM. 

(5] 
The term "intermediate-range miJsile" means a 

GLBM or a GLCM having a range capability in e~cc:ss 
of 1.000 ltilometen ( 62S miles) but not in e~ccaa of 
S,SOO kilometers (3,437 miles}. 

(8) 

The term "shorter-range missile" means a GLBM or 
a GLCM having a range capability equal to or in 
cxcas of 500 kilometers (312 miles) but not in exccu 
of 1,000 kilometers (625 miles). 

[7) 
The term "deployment area" means a deaignated 

area within which intermediate-range missiles and 
launchers of such missiles may operate and with which 
one or more missile operali•1B bases are located. 

(8) 
The term "missile operating base" means: 
(a) in the case of intermediate-range miJsilea, a 

complex of facilitiea,located within a deployment area, 
at which intermediate·ranae missiles and launchen of 
such missiles norm•lly operate, in which support struc
tures auo.:iated with such missiles and launchers arc 
also located and in which support equipment associated 
with such missilea and launchers is normally located: 
and 

(b) in the case of shorter-range missiles, a complex of 
facilities, located any place, at •hich shoner·range 
missiles and launchen of such missilea normally oper. 
ate and in which support equipment associated with 
sucb missilea and launchers is normally located. 

December 11, 1987 

[OJ 
The term "mlulle support facility," as roaards 

lntormedlato•ranao or shorlor·r•nao mlullos and 
launcher• or such mlullea, means a ml11lle production 
facility or a launcher production facility, a mi11Jia 
repair racllh)l or a launcher repair facility or a launcher 
uoraso facility, a 1011 ransc, or an ollmlnatlon facility 
as thou terms aro defined In tho Memorandum of 
Understand ina. 

[10) 
The term "transit" means movement, notified In 

accordance with paragraph 5{0 of Article IX of this 
Treaty, of an intermediate-ran~• missile or a launcher 
of such a missile between mtssile support facilities, 
between such a facility and a deployment area or 
between deployment areas, or of a shorter-range missile 
or a launcher of such a missile from a missile support 
facility or a missile operating base to an elimination 
facility. 

(11) 
The term "deployed miuile" means an intermediate

range missile located within a deployment area or a 
shorter-range missile located at a missile operating 
base. 

(12] 
The lerm "non-<lerloyed missile" means a launcher 

of an intermediate-range missile located within a 
deployment area or a launcher of a short-range mi•sile 
located outside a missile operating base. 

(13) 
The t.trm "deployed launcher" means a launcher of 

an intermediate-range missile located within a derloy· 
ment area or a launcher of a shorter-range mtssile 
located at a missile operating base. 

[14) 
The term "non-deployed launcher" means a 

launcher of an intermediate-range missile located out· 
side a deployment area or a launcher of a shorter-range 
missile located outside a missile operating base. 

(15] 
The term "basing country" means a country other 

than the United States of America or the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics on whose territory interme
diate-ranac or shorter-range missiles of the Partiea, 
launchen of such missiles or support structures asso
ciated with such missiles and launchers were located at 
anytime after November I, 1987. Missiles or launchers 
in transit are not considered to be "located." 

ARTICLE Ill 
[1) 

For the purpose of the Treaty, existing typea of 
intermediate-range missiles arc: 

(a) for the United States of America, missilea of the 
typea designated by the United States of America as 
the Pershing II and the BGM-109G, which arc known 
to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics by the same 
dcsignationa: and 

(b) for the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
mi•siles of the types deaignated by the Union of Soviel 
Socialist Republica •• the RSI>·I 0, the R-12 and the 
R-14, which are known to the United Stutes of Amer
ica as the SS-20, the SS-4 and SS·S, respectively. 

12) 
For the purposes of the Treaty, existing types of 

shoncr-ra nge m iasiles are: 
(a) for the United States of America, missiles of the 

type designated by the United States of America as the 
Pershing I A, whtch is known to the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics by the same designation; and 

(b) for the Union of Soviet Socialist Refublica, 
missiles of the type& deaignated by the Union o Soviet 
Socialist Republics as the OTR-22 and the OTR-23, 
which are known to the United States of America as 
the SS-12 and the SS-23, respectively. 

ARTICLE IV 
(1) 

Each Party shall eliminale all its intermediale-range 
missiles and launchen of such missiles, and all support 
structures and support equipment of the categories 
lisled in the Memorandum of Understanding asso
ciated with such missiles and launchers, so that no later 
than three years after entry into force of this Treaty 
and thereafter no such missiles, launchers, support 
structures or support equipment shall be possessed by 
either Pany. 

Ill 
To Implement Jl!lr&Jraph I of thla Artlolel UJIOII 

entry Into roroe of this Troaty, both parliN ahal bealn 
and oontlnue throuJhoUI lha duration or MOh shill, 
tho rcduollon or air typaa of their deployed an non· 
doployod lntormodlato-ran,o mlull• and deployed and 
non-deployed launohora o auch mlullea and oupport 
otructur• and ouppon equipment uaoclated wltb ouch 
miul101 and launchera In acocordanoo •lth tho provl· 
slons of this Treaty. Theae rcductlona shall be Imple
mented In two pha181 10 that: 

(a) by tho end of the lint phase, that is, no later than 
29 months after entry into force of thia treaty: 

(i) The number cif deployed launchers of interme
diate·ranao miuilea for each Party shall not exceed the 
number of launcben that are capable of carrying or 
containing at one time missiles considered by the 
Parties to carry 171 warheads: 

(ii) the number of derloyed intennedlate-ranae mil
silea for each Party shal not exceed the number of such 
miuilea considered by the Paniea to carry 180 war· 
heads: 

(iii) the asgregate number of deployed and non· 
deployed launchen or intermediato-ranae missilea for 
each Party shall not exceed the number of launchen 
that are capable of carrying or containinaat one time 
misailea considered by the Partiea to carry 200 •ar· 
heads: 

(iv) the aggrega" number of deployed and non· 
deployed intermediate-range miuilea for each Party 
aha II not exceed the number of such missiles considered 
by the Panics to carry 200 warheads; and 

(v) the ratio of the aggreaate number of deployed 
and non-deployed intermediate·ranse GLBM's of 
existing typea for each Party to the aggrcsate number 
of deployed and non-deployed intermediate-range mis· 
silea of existins typea possessed by that Party shall not 
exceed the ratio of such intermediate-ranse GLOM's to 
such intermediate-range misailea for that Party as of 
November I, 1987, asset forth in the Memorandum of 
Understanding; and 

(b) by the end of the second phase, that Is, no later 
than three yean after entry into force of this Treaty, all 
intermediate-range missiles or each Pany,launchers or 
such miJsiles and all support structurea and support 
equipment of the categonea listed in the Memorandum 
of Undentanding associated with auch miuilea and 
launchen, shall be eliminated. 

ARTICLE V 

[1) 
Each Party shall eliminate all its shorter-range 

miuilea and launchen of such miuilea, and all support 
equipment of the categoriealisted in the Memorandum 
of Undentanding associated with such missilea and 
launchers, 10 that no later than 18 months after entry 
into force of the Treaty and thereafter no such missiles,· 
launchers or support equipment shall be posscascd bx 
either Party. 

(2) 

No later than 90 ~'f' after ont~ Into force of the 
Treaty. each Party s al complete tc removal oi alltts 
deployed shorter-range missilea and deployed and non
deployed launchen of auch misailea to elimination 
facilities and shall retain them at those IOC8tlons until 
they are eliminated in accordance with the procedures 
set forth in the Protocol on Elimination. No later than 
12 months after entry into force of the Treaty, each 
Party shall complete the removal of all its non-deployed 
aborter-range miuilea until tbey are eliminated In 
accordance with the proccdurea set forth in the Proto-
col on Elimination. . 

[3) 
Shorter-range miuiles and launchers of such mlasilea 

shall not be located at the same elimination facility. 
Such facilities shall be separated by no leu than 1,000 
kilometen. 

ARTICLE VI 
(1) 

'· 

~ . 
·. '· ,. 

Upon entry Into force of thil Treaty and thereafter, 
neither Party shall: · : .. ,_ • 
.· :~> produce or flight·test any Intermediate-range ~. 

.niuilea or produce any atagea of auch miuilea or any 
launchen of such missilea; or 

(b) produce, flight·tcsl or launch any ahorter-ranae 
misstles or produce any stagea of aucb missilea or any 
launchen of such miuilea., 

[2) 
Notwithstandins paragraph I of thia Article, each 

Party shall have the right to produce a type of OLBM 
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1,1 3 . -~· (8) 
not limited by this Treaty which uses a stage which is 
outwardly similar to, but not interchangeable wtth, a 
stage of an existing type of inter~e<!iatc-range GLBM 
having more than one stage, provtdmg that that Party 
does not produce any other stage wbich is outwardly 
similar to, but not interchangeable with. any other 
stage of an existing type of intermediate-range 
GLBM. 

(c) for GLCM's, lhe atrTrame of an mterm ... tate-
range or shorter-range GLCM shall be counted as a 
complete missile. 

A non-defloyed intermediate-range or _shorter:ra.nge 
missile shal not be carried on or contatned wtlht_n n 
launcher of such a type of missile, ~xccpt_ ~~ re<jutred 
for maintenance conducted at repatr fact hues .or. for 
elimination by means of laui:hing conducted at ehmtna
tion facilities. 

[11) 

(Q) 

ARTICLE VII 
For the purp<»C~ of this Treaty: 

(1) 

A ballistic: missile which is not a missile to be used in 
a ground-based mode shall not be considered to be a 
GLBM if it is test-launched at a test site from a fired 
land-based launcher which is used solely for test 

r.urposcs and which is _dislinjluis.hable fro~ _GLBM 
aunchen. A cruise misstle whtch ts not a mts~tle to be 
used in a gruund-based mode shall not be constdered to 
be a GLCM if it is test-launched al a test slle from a 
fixed land-based launcher which is used solely for test 
purposes and which is distinguishable from GLCM 
launchers. 

Training missiles and traini~g _lauchera for in~erme
diate-range or shorter-range nusstles shall be subJ~t to 
the same locational restrictions as an: !ICI forth for lllter
mediate-range and shorter-range missiles and l~unchers 
of such missiles in paragraphs I and 3 of the Arttcle. 

If a ballistic missile or a cruise missile bas been 
flight-tested or deployed for weapon iielivery, all mis
siles of that type aball be considered to be weapon
delivery vebiclca. 

(2) 
If a GLBM or GLCM is an intermediate-range 

missile all GLBM'a or GLCM's of that type shall be· 
consid~red to be intermediate-range missilca. If a 
GLBM or GLCM is a shorter-range missile, all 
GLBM's or GLCM's of tbattype shall be considered to 
be aborter-range missiles. 

(3) 
If a GLBM is of a type developed and tested solely to 

intercept and counter objects no_t located on the ~u~face 
of the earth, it shall not be constdercd to be a mwtle to 
which the limitations of this Treaty apply. 

(4) 
The range capability of a GLBM not listed in Article 

~this treaty shall be considered to be the maximum 
.,c to which it has been tested. The range capability 

~a GLCM not listed in Article Ill of this Treaty shall 
be considered to be the muimum distance which can 
be covered by the missile in its standard design mode 
flying until fuel exhaustion. determined by projecting 
its flight path onto the eartb'ssphere from the point of 
launch to the point of impact. GLBM'a or GLCM's 
that have a range capability equal to or in excess of SOO 
kilometers but not in excess of 1,000 kilometers shall be 
considered to be shorter-range missiles. GLBM's or 
GLCM'a that have a range capability in exccsa of 1,000 
kilometers but not in excess of S,500 kilometers shall be 
considered to be intermediate-range missilca. 

(5) 
The maximum number of warheads an uisting ty~ 

of intermediate-range missile or shorter-range misstle 
carrica shall be considered to be the number listed for 
missiles of that type in the Memorandum of Undcr
atancliq. 

(6) 
Each GLBM or GLCM shall be considered hJ carry 

the maximum number of warheads listed for a GLOM 
or GLCM of that type in the Memorandum of Under
standing. 

(7) 
lf a launcher has been tested for launching a GLBM 

or a G LCM. all launchers of that type shall be 
oonsidcred to have been tested for launching GLBM'a 

~LCM's. 

---- (8) 
If a launcher has contained or launched a particular 

type of GLBM or GLCM, all launchers of that type 
ahall be considered to be launchers of that type of 
GLBM or GLCM. 

(Q) 

The number of missiles each launcher or an existing 
type of intermediate-range missile or shorter-range 
mwile shall be considered to be capable of carrying or 
oontaining at one time is the number listed for launch
ers of missiles of that type in the Memorandum of 
UDders tanding. 

(10) 
Except in the case of elimination in accordance with 

tbe proccdurca set forth in tbc Protocol on Elimination, 
the following shall apply: 

(12) 
Each Party shall have the right to produce and use 

for booster systems, which might otherwise be ~n;•id
ered to be intermediate-range or shorter-range mtsstles, 
only existing types of booster stages for such booster 
systems. Launches of such .booste_r system~ shall not be 
considered to be fl•l!ht-testmg of mlcrmedtate-range or 
aborter-range miastles provided that: . 

(a) stages used in such booster systems are dt!Terent 
from stages used in those missiles listed as _ex!sti~g 
types of intermediate-range or shorter-range mtsstles m 
Article Ill of this Treaty; 

(b) such booster systems arc used only for research 
and development purposes lo test objects other than the 
booster systems themselves;· · 

(c) the aggregate number of launchers for such 
booster systems shall not exceed 35 for each Party al 
any one time; and 

(d) the launchers for such booster systems arc fixed. 
emplaced above ground and located only at research 
and development launch sites which are specified in the 
Memorandum of Understanding. 

Research and development launch sites shall not be 
subject to inspection pursuant to Article XI of this 
Treaty. 

ARTICLE VIII 

[ 1) 

All intermediate-range missiles and launchers of 
such missiles shall be located in deployment areas, at 
missile support facilities or shall be m transit. Interme
diate-range missiles or lauchera of such missiles shall 
not be located elsewhere. 

[2) 
Stages of intermediate-range: ~issiles shall _be 

located in deployment areas, at mtsstle support facth
ties or moving between deployment areas. between 
missile support facilities or between miasi\e support 
fa~ilitiea and deployment areas. 

(3) 

Until their removal to eliminate facilities as required 
by paragraph 2 of Article V of this Treaty, all 
shorter-range missiles and lauchers of such missiles 
shall be located at missile operating bases, at missile 
support facilities or shall be in transit. Shorter-range 
mtssiles or launchers of such missiles shall not be 
located elsewhere. 

[4) 
Transit of a missile or a launcher subject to the 

provi•ions of this Treaty shall be completed within 25 
days. 

(5) 

All deployment areas, missile operating bases and 
missile support facilities are specified in the Memoran
dum of Understanding or in subse<juenl updates of data 
pursuant to paragraphs 3, S(a) or 5(b) o( Article IX of 
this treaty. Neither Party; shall increase the number of, 
or change the location or boundaries of, deployment 
areas, missile operating bases or missile support facili
ties, except for elimination facilities, fr~m thos~ ~et 
forth in the Memorandum of Understandmg. A mtsstle 
support facility shall not be considered to be part of a 
deployment area even though it may be located within 
the geoaraphic boundaries of a deployment area. 

(6) 

ARTICLE IX 

(1) 

The Memorandum of Understanding contains cate
gories of data relevant to obligations undertaken with 
regard to the Treaty and·lista all intermediate-range 
and shorter-range mis.•iles, launchers associated. with 
such missiles and launchers, posscsacd by the Parttes as 
of November I, 1987. Updates of that data _and 
notifications required by this Article shall ~ pr'!vtded 
according to the categories of data contamed m the 
Memorandum of Understanding. 

(2) 

The Parties shall update that data and provide the 
notifications required by this Treaty through the 
Nuclear Risk Reduction Centers, established pursuant 
to the Agreement Between the United States of Amer
ica and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the 
E.•tablishment of Nuclear Risk Reduction Centers of 
September IS, 1987. 

[3) 
No later than 30 days after entry into force of this 

Treaty, each Party shall provide the other Party wil_h 
updated data, as of the date of entry into force of thts 
Treaty, for all categories of data contained in the 
Memorandum of Understanding. 

[4) 
No later than 30 days after the end of each six

month interval following the entry into force of this 
Treaty, each Party shall provide updated data for all 
categories of dita contained in the Memorandum of 
Understanding 'by informing the other Party of all 
changes, completed and in rroccu, in thut data, which 
have occurred during the 11x-month interval since lhe 
preceding data exchange, and the net eiTcc:l of those 
changes. 

(51 
Upon entry into force of this Treaty and thereafler, 

each Party shall provide the following noliftc:ations to 
the other Parly: 

(a) notification. no less than 30 days in advance, of 
the scheduled date of the elimination of a specilic 
deployment area, miasile operating base or missile 
support facility; 

(b) notification, no less than 30 days in advance, of 
changes in the number of location of elimination 
facilities, including the IOCt&tion and scheduled date of 
each change; 

(c) notification, except with respect to launches of 
intermediate-range missiles for the purrose of their 
elimination, no less than 30 days in advance, of the 
scheduled date of the initiation of the elimination of 
intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles and 
stages of such mis.<iles, and launchers of •uch mis.<iles 
and support structures and support equipment asso
ciated with such missiles and launchers, including: 

(i) the number and type of itema of missile •ystems 
to be eliminated; 

(ii) the elimination site; 
(iii) for intermediate-range mis.•iles, the location 

from which such missiles, launchers of such missiles 
and support equipment associated with such mis.<iles 
and launchers arc moved to the elimination facility; 
and 

(a) for GLBM'a which arc stored or moved in 
acparate stages, the lon&cat stage of an intermediate
range or ahorter-raiiJe 0 LBM shall be 00\lntecl u a 
oomplete mlulle: 

(b) for OLBM'a "'hl~h are not atoracl or moved In 
oeparato aLoll"· a c:aniator or tho type uaacl In the 
launch of on lnt•ronadlol•ranao OLIIM, uniON a l'arly 
provco to the aatiafaction or the otbcr Party that it docs 
not contain auch a miuile. or an aucmblod interme· 
diate-ran~c or ahorter-ronae GLBM, ohall be 0011ntod 
u a oomplote miMil•; •nd 

Beainnina 30 days after entry into force of thia 
Treaty, neither Part)' ahall locate intermediate-range 
Or ahorter•rAn&l m1a1iiH. Jnc:ludinr. 1111101 o( IUC:h 
mlllllu, or launchcn or auch ntl"•i •• at ml .. llo prQoo 
duttlon f•u.:llhiu, lau.:hor pnxJuclh>n (acilitlca or toal 
ranaoo llatad In tho Memorandum of Undorall&ndina. 

(iv) except in the case of support structures, the point 
of entry to be used by an inspection team conducting an 
inspection pursuant to paragraph 7 of Arlicle X I ur this 
Treaty and the estimated time of departure of on 
inspection team from the point of entry to the elimina
tion facility; 

(d) notification, no lcaa than ten daya in advance, of 
tho achcdulod dMto of the launch, or the achcdulcd dntc 
of the Initiation uf. aeriea of launchca. or intcrrncdiutc• 
ron~e mlaailca (or the purpoae or their elimination, 
lncludlns: 

[71 
Neither party aha II locate any intermediate-range or 

ahorlor•r&nae miuilca at trainin¥ racilitica. 

(i) the type of mi••iles to be eliminated; 
(ii) the location or the launch, or, ir elimination Is by 

a series of launche•. • he local ion of such launches and 
the number of launches in the seriea; 

FACTS ON FILE 



(iii) the point of entry to be used by an inspection 
team c:onductinF an lnapectlon pursuant to paraaraph 7 
of Article XI o thia Treaty; and 

(lv) the catimatcd time of departure of an inapectlon 
team from the point of entry to the elimination facili· 
ty; 

(e) notlftoallon. no later than .. hours anar !hay 
-r or ohan101 In the number or lnterm-.llata-ranaa 
and ahorter·ranaa ntlullea, launohan or auoh mlaalfea 
artd IUf\~l •truoturh and 1uppurt equlpnl•nt aaau
clatod "''th au~h ntlaallca and launahara roaultlna from 
elimination u dcacribed in the Protocol on Elimination, 
includina: 

(i) the number and type of items of a missile system 
which were eliminated; and 

(ii) the date and location of such elimination; and 
(f) notification of transit of intermediate-range or 

shorter-range missiles or launchers of such missiles, or 
the movement of training missiles or training launchers 
for such intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, 
no later than 48 hours after it hu been completed, 
including: 

(i) the number of missiles or launchers; 
(ii) the points, dates and times of departure and 

arrival; 
(iii) the mode of transport; and 
(iv) the location and time at that location at least 

once every four days during the period of transit. 

(6) 
Upon entry into force of this Treaty and thereafter, 

each Party shall notify the other Party, no less than ten 
days in advance, of the scheduled date and location of 
the launch of a research and development booster 
system as described in paragraph 12 of Article VII of 
thi• treaty. 

Article X 

(1) 

ucb Party shall eliminate its intermediate-range 
and •horter-range missiles and launchers of such mis· 
silco and support structurco and support C<jUipmcnl 
associated wnh such missiles and launchers tn accor· 
dance with the procedures set forth in the Protocol on 
Elimination. 

(2) 

Verification by on-site inspection of the elimination 
of items of missile systems specified in the Protocol on 
Elimination shall be carried out in accordance with 
Article XI of this Treaty, the Protocol on Elimination 
and the Protocol on Inspection. 

[3) 
When a Party removes its intermediate-range mis

siles, launchers of such missiles and support equipment 
associated with such missiles and launchers from 
deployment areas to elimination facilities for the pur· 
pose of their elimination, it shall do so in complete 
deployed organizational units. For the United States of 
America, these units shall be Pershing II batteries and 
BGM-109G !lights. For the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. these units ahall be SS-20 regimenta com· 
posed of two or three battalions. 

(4) 
_EI_imination or intermediate·range and 1horter·range 

m1~1lcs and launchcra or_ •uch missiles and support 
equ•pment associated with such missiles and launchers 
shall be carried out at the facilities that arc specified in 
the Memorandum of Undemanding or notified in 
aooordance with paragraph S(b) of Article IX of this 
Treaty, unless eliminated in ·accordance with Sections 
IV or V of the Protocol on Elimination. SupJ'Orl 
structures, associated with the missiles and launchera 
subject to thi• treaty, that are subject to elimination 
shall be eliminated in situ. 

(5) 

Each Party shall have the right, during the first six 
months after entry into force of this Treaty, to elimi· 
nate by means of launching no more than 100 of its 
intermediate-range missiles. 

[G) 
Intermediate-range and ahorter-rangc miuiles which 

have been tested prior to entry into force of this Treaty, 
but never. deployed, and which are not existing types of 
tnterrnedtatc·range or shorter-range missiles listed in 
Article Ill of this Treaty, and launchers of such 
missiles, shall be eliminated within six months after 
entry into force of the Treaty in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in the Protocol on Elimination. 
Such missiles are: 

(a) for I he United Stales of America, missiles of the 
type designated by the United Stales of America as the 
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Pershing IB, which Is kdawn to the Union of Soviet 
Soclaliat Republica by tho same doaianation; and 

(b) for tho Union of Soviet Sociallat RopubUoo, 
mlaalloa or tho typo doai1natod by tho Union or tho 
Soviet Socialist Republica as the RK-SS, which is 
known to tho United States of America as tho SSC· 
X·4. 

I 'PI 
lntormodlola·r•na• and ahorter•rana• mlaallaa and 

launohara O( IUOh rnl .. lloa CtuJ the •u1•port atruOtur .. 
and support equipment aaaoclatod with auch mlulloa 
and launchers aha II be conaidorod to be ollmlnatod after 
completion of the procedures set forth in the Protocol 
on Elimination and upon the notification provided for 
in paragraph 5(e) of Article IX of •his Treaty. 

181 
Each Party shall eliminate its deployment areas, 

missile operatin11 bases and missile support facilities. A 
Party shall nottfy the other Party pursuant to para· 
graph S(a) of Article IX of this Treaty once the 
conditions set forth below are fulfilled: 

(a) all intermediate-range and shorter-range mis· 
siles,launchers of such missiles and support equipment 
associated with such miuiles and launchers located 
there have been removed; 

(b) all support structures associated with such mis· 
siles and launchers located there have been eliminated; 
and 

(c) all activity related to production, flight-testing, 
training, repair, storage or deployment of such missiles 
and launchers has ceased there. 

Such deployment areas, missile operating bases and 
missile support facilities shall be considered to be 
eliminated either when they have been inspected pur· 
auant to paragraph 4 of Article XI of this Treaty or 
when 60 days have elapsed since the date of scheduled 
eliminlHion which was notified pursuant to paragraph 
S(a) of Article IX of this Treaty. A deployment area, 
missile operating base or missile support facility listed 
in the Memorandum of Understanding that met the 
above conditions prior to entry into force of this Treaty, 
and is not included in the initial data exchange pur· 
auant to paragraph 3 of Article IX of this Treaty, shall 
be considered to be eliminated. 

(g) 

If a Party intends to convert a missile operating base 
listed in the Memorandum of Understandang for use as 
a base associated with GLBM or GLCM systems not 
subject to this Treaty, then that Party shall notify the 
other Pany, no less than 30 days in advance of the 
scheduled date of the initiation of the conversion, of the 
scheduled date and the purpose for which the base will 
be converted. 

ARTICLE XI 

(1) 
For the purpose of ensuring verification of com

pliance with the provisions of this Treaty, each Party 
shall have the right to conduct on-site inspections. The 
Parties shall implement on-site inspections in accor
dance with this Article, the Protocol on Inspection and 
the Protocol on Elimination. 

[2) 
. Each Party shall have the right to conduct inspec

tions provtded for by thiS Arttcle both within the 
territory of the other Party and within the territories of 
basing countries. 

131 
Beginning 30 days after entry . into force of this 

Treaty, each Party shall have the right to conduct 
inspections at all missile operating bases and missile 
support facilities specified in the Memorandum of 
Understanding other than missile production facilities, 
and at all elimination facilities included in the initial 
dala update required by paragraph 3 of Article IX of 
this Treaty. These inspections shall be completed no 
later than 90 days after entry into force of th11 Treaty. 
The purpose of these inspections shall be to verify the 
numbers of missiles, launchers, date of entry into force 
of this Treaty, provided pursuant to paragraph 3 of 
Article IX of thta Treaty. 

(4) 

tion of that facility. If a Party conducu an inspection at 
a particular faciht)' pursuant to paraaraph 3 of thia 
Article after the aohtdultd data or the elimination or 
that taolllty, thon no additional lnapeotlon or that 
facility purauant to this paraaraph shall bo permit· 
ted. 

r•J 
Baah party ahall have the rl1ht 'o oonduot tnsr.ao

tlons r,urouant to this !'lrafroph for U year! •'"' 
ontr)' fllU lur..a ut this Traa y, "Uaoh Party aha I have 
tho rl1ht to 1:0nduol lO auoh tnapeotlona par oalendar 
yaar durln1the lint three yean artar ontry Into foroo or 
this Treaty, 15 such inspections per calendar year 
during the subsequent five yean, and ten such inspec· 
tions per calendar year during the last five yean. 
Neither Party ahall use more than half of its total 
number of these inspections per calendar year within 
the territory of any one baatng country. Each Party 
shall have the right to conduct: 

(a) inspections, beginnin' 90 days after entry into 
force of this Treaty, of massile operating bases and 
missile support facilities other than elimination facili· 
ties and missile production facilities, to ascertain, 
according to the categories of data specified in the 
Memorandum of Understanding, the numben of mis· 
siles, launchers, support structures and support CCjuip
ment located at each missile operating base or mtssile 
support facili\y at the time of the inspection; and 

(b) inspections of former missile O{'Cr&ting bases and 
former missile support facilities elimtnated punuant to 
paragraph 8 of Article X of this Treaty other than 
former missile production facilities. 

(G) 
Beginning 30 days after entry into force of this 

Treaty, each Party shall have the right, for 13 years 
after entry into force of this Treaty, to inspect by 
means of continuous monitoring: 

(a) the portals of any facility of the other Party at 
whtch the final asaembly of a GLBM using stages, any 
of which is outwardly aimilar to a stage of a solid· 
propellant GLBM listed in Article Ill of thia Treaty, is 
accomplished; or 

(b) if a Party baa no such facility, the portals of an 
agreed former missile production facility at which 
existing types of intermediate-range or aborter range 
GLBM's were produced. The Party whoac facility is to 
be inspected pursuant to this paragraph shall tnsure 
that the other Party is able to establish a permanent 
continous monitorinj! system at that facility within six 
months after entry mto force or this Treaty or within 
six months of initiation of the procesa or final assembly 
described in subparagraph (a). If, after the end of the 
second year after entry into torce of this Treaty, neither 
Party conducts the process of final asaembly described 
in subparagraph (a) for a period of 12 consecutive 
months, then neither Party shall have the right to 
inspect by means of continous monitoring any missile 
production facility of the other Party unless the proc:csa 
of final assembly as described in subparagraph (a) is 
initiated again. Upon entry into force of this Treaty, 
the facilities to be inspected by continous monitoring 
shall be: in accordance with subparagraph (b), for the 
United States of America, Hercules Plant Number I, 
at Magna, Utah; in accordance with subparagraph (a), 
for the Union of Soviet Socialiat Republica, the Vot· 
kinak Machine Building Plant, Udmurt Autonomous 
Soviet Socialist Republic, Rua~ian Soviet Federative 
Socialist Republic. 

[7) 
Each Party shall conduct inspections or the process 

of elimination, including elimination or intermediate
range missiles by means of launching, of intermediate
range and shorter-range missiles and launchers of such 
missiles and support equipment associated with such 
missiles and launchen carried out at elimination facil· 
ities in accordance with Article X of this Treaty and 
the Protocol on Elimination. Inspectors conducting 
inspections provided for in this paragraph shall deter· 
mine that the processes specified for the elimination of 
the missiles, launchers and support equipment have 
been completed. 

[8) 

Each Party shall have the right to conduct inspec
tions to verify the elimination, notified pursuant to 
paragraph S(a).of Article IX of this Treaty, of missile 
operating bases and missile support facilities other than'. 
missile production facilities, which are thus no longer 
subject to inspections pursuant to paragraph S(a) of 
this Article. Such an anspection shall be carried out 
within 60 days after the scheduled date of the elimina-

uch Party shall have the right to conduct inspec
tions to confirm the completion of the proceaa of 
elimination o( intermediate-range and shorter-range 
miuiles and launchers or such missiles and support 
~uipment associated with such miuilea and launchers 
ehmtnated pursuant to Section V of the Protocol on 
Elimination, and of training miuiles, training missile 
stages, training launch cannisters and training launch
en eliminated pursuant to Sections II, IV, and V of the 
Protocol on Elimination. 



ARTICLE XII 

[1) 

For the purpose of ensuring verificat-ion of com
pliance with the provisions of the Treatr.. each Party 
shall usc national technical means of venfication at its 
disposal in a manner consistent with generally recog· 
oizcd principles of international law. 

[2) 
Neither Party ahall: 
(a) interfere with national technical means of verifi· 

cation of the other party operating ia accordance with 
paragraph I of this article; or . 

(b) usc concealment measures which empcde verifi· 
cation of compliance with the provisions of the Treaty 
by national technical means of verification carried out 
in accordance with paragraph I of this Article. Thil 
obligation docs not apply to cover or concealment 
practices, within a deployment area, associated with 
normal training, maintenance and operations, includ· 
ins the usc of environmental shelten to protect miuilca 
and lauocbera. 

[3) 
To enhance observation by national technical meana 

of verification, each Party shall have the right until a 
treaty between the Parties reducing and limiting Slra· 
tegic olfenaive arms entera into force. but in any event 
for no more than three yeara after entry into force of 
thil Treaty, to request the implementation of coopera· 
live measures at deployment basca for road-mobile 
loLBM's with a range capability in cxccaa of SSOO 

·:~eten, which arc not former missile operating 
''-..._ . .:s eliminated pursuant to paragraph 8 of Article X 

of thia Treaty. The Party making such a request ahall 
inform the other Party of the deployment base at which 
cooperative measures 1hall be implemented. The Party 
whose base is to be observed aball carry out the 
following cooperative measures: 

(a) no later than six hours after 1uch a request, the 
Party 1hall have opened the roo~s of all fixed 1tructures 
for launchers located at the' base:, removed completely 
all missiles on launchcn from such fixed structures for 
launchers and displayed 1uch missilca on launchen in 
the open without using concealment measurca; and 

(b) the Party shall leave the roofs open and the 
missiles on launcher& in rlace until twelve hours have 
elapsed from the time o the receipt of a request for 
auch an observation. Each Party ahall have the right to 
make aix such requeats per calendar year. Only one 
deployment base: ahall be subject to these cooperative 
meuures at any one time. 

ARTICLE XIII 

[1) 
To promote the objectives and implementation of the 

provis,ons of this Treaty, the Panics hereby establish 
the S~ial Verification Commission. The Parties agree 
that, 1f either Party so requests, they shall meet within 
tbe framework of the Special Verification Commisaioo 
to: 

(a) resolve questions relating to compliance with the 
obligations assumed; and 

'b) agree upon such measures as may be necessary to 
.._. ,.rove the viability IJld effectiveness of thil Treaty. 

[2) 
The Parties ahall usc: the Nuclear Risk Reduction 

Centen, which provide for continuous communication 
between the Parties, to: 

(a) exchanse data and provide notifications as 
required by paragraphs 3, 4, S and 6 of Article IX of 
this Treaty and the Protocol on Elimination; 

(b) provide and receive the information required by 
paragraph 9 of Article X of this Treaty; 

(c) provide and receive notifications of inspections as 
required br Article XI of this Treaty and the Protocol 
011 lnspect1on; and 

(d) provide and receive requests for cooperative 
measures as provided for in paragraph 3 of Artu:le XII 
of this Treaty. 

ARTICLE XIV 
The Panics shall comply with this Treaty and shall 

DOt assume any international obligations or ~~ndertak· 
inp wbic:h would conftict with ita proviaiona, 

ARTICLE XV 
111 

Thio Treat~ ohaU lie of unlimited duration. 

Ill 
E.aeh Party •hall, ln c.a.erciaina Ita nalional .cl'Yetllpn· 

1)', havo lho riahl 10 wilh<lraw from thla Treaty I It 
d.c:idoo I hal ulraordinaryovonll r.lated to tho aubjiO<lt 
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matter of this Treaty have jeopardized its supreme 
interests. It shall give notice of its decision to withdraw 
to the other Party six months prior to withdrawal from 
this Treaty. Such notice shall include a statement of the 
extraordinary eventJ the notifying Party rcgarda as 
having jeopardized ill supreme interests. 

ARTICLE XVI 
Each Party may propose amendments to this Treaty. 

Agreed amendmenll shall enter into force in accor· 
dance with the procedures set forth in Article XVII 
governing the entry into force of this Treaty. 

ARTICLE XVII 

[1) 
This Treaty, including the Memorandum of Under

standing and Protocols, which form an integral part 
thereof, shall be subject to ratification in accordance 
with the constitutional procedures of each Party. This 
Treaty shall enter into force on the date of the 
exchange of inatrumcntJ of ratification. 

[21 
Thia Treaty shall be registered pursuant to Article 

102 of the Charter of the United Nations. 

DONE at Washington on December 8, 1987, in two 
copies, each in the English and Russian languages, both 
tcxll being equally authentic. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST 
REPUBLICS: GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE 
CEN,TRAL COMMITTEE OF THE CPSU 

(Cont/nu~dfrom pag~ 906D3} 
The discussions revolved around the 

thorny issues of strategic arms and the 
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. 

A bilateral working group on strategic 
weapons arms had begun meeting Dec. 8. 
The group was headed by Paul H. Nitze, a 
U.S. arms-control expert, and Soviet Mar
shal Akhromeyev. 

(Akhromeyev held separate talks at the 
Pentagon Dec. 9-10 with his U.S. counter
part, Adm. William J. Crowe Jr., the 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs. They agreed 
to seek ways to improve communications 
between their opposing military forces.) 

According to administration insiders, 
the Star Wars issue immediately arose in 
the talks on strategic arms, with the 
Soviets insisting that the U.S. adhere to a 
strict interpretation of the 1972 ABM (anti
ballistic mtssile) treaty. [See below] 

Reagan apparently made no progress in 
getting Gorbachev to set a timetable for a 
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghan-
istan. [Sec below, p. 900G3] . , 

Gorbachev was reported to have ell
pressed a willingness to pull out the forces 
over a 12-month period, but declined to 
specify when the pullout would begin. 

The President and the general secretary 
lunched at the State Department. Gorba
chcv returned to the Soviet embassy for a 
meeting with a group of American publish· 
ing and news media executives. 

The Soviet leader displayed testiness at 
the gathering when the executives began to 
question him about human rights. 

Reagans at the Soviet embassy later in the 
evening. 

Coolne .. Between Flr•t Lsd/ea-Nancy 
Reagan and Raisa Gorbachev met for 
coffee at the White House Dec. 9. A 
swarm of reporters trailed along as the 
American first lady took her visitor on a 
tour of the olftcial residence. [Sec p. 
891 E2; 1985, p. 867C2] 

Although each repeatedly denied it, a 
coolness was evident between the two. Mrs. 
Gorbachev several times stopped to speak 
with the journalists, only to be hurried 
along by Mrs. Reagan. 

At one point, a reporter asked the Soviet 
first lady if she would like to live in the 
White House. She replied through an 
interpreter: "I would say that, humanly 
speaking, a human being would like to live 
in a regular house. This is a museum." 

(In concert with the summit, the Soviet 
Novosti news service Dec. 9 issued bio
graphical information on Mrs. Gorbachev 
that had not been generally known in the 
West. "Raisa Maximovna Gorbacheva, a 
Russian, was born· in the Siberian city of 
Rubtsovsk, in a family of a railway engi
neer," Novosti said.) 

The Fins/ Day-Vice President Bush and 
General Secretary Gorbachev discussed 
U.S.-sovict relations before and during a 
breakfast at the Soviet embassy Dec. I 0. 

Following their discussions, Gorbachcv, 
Bush and their aides boarded limousines 
for a trip to the White House for the final 
meeting with President Reagan. During 
the journey'ithe Soviet leader unexpectedly 
ordered h1s imousine to stop at the busy 
intersection of Connecticut Avenue and L 
Street NW. 

Gorbachev left the car and began shak
ing hands with surprised pedeslrians. 
"Hello, I'm glad to be in America," he 
proclaimed in English. 

The entire motorcade came to a halt and 
nervous U.S. and Soviet security men 
scrambled from the vehicles as a large 
crowd gathered. Bush, too, left his car, but 
attracted far less attention than Gorba
chev. 

When Gorbachev reached the White 
House, 90 minutes late for his meeting 
with Reagan, the President quipped: "I 
thought you'd gone home." 

The two leaders held their final discus
sions. As they met, the joint working group 
on arms control conducted last-minute 
negotiations at the White House. (The 
group was joined by the two foreign minis
ters, Shultz and Shevardnadze, early Dec. 
10.) 

The talks failed to produce an accord on 
strategic arms, although the superpowers 
agreed to limits on certain subcategories, 
such as sea-launched cruise missiles. 

Taking the offensive, Gorbachev said to 
them, "The whole world critich>:ea the 
United Stutes" on the problems of the poor 
and homelcHs. "Whnl right docs it huvc to 
be the teacher? , .. I told the President: 
'You arc not the proaccutor nnd I am not 
the accuaed. So let'• have a convorsatlon of 
equals, or nothing will come of it.' " 

The Star Wars program remained a 
sticking point, with the two sides con
tinuing to hold to their positions on permis
sible testing under the ABM treaty. 

In other areas: 
• Rcngnn mudc no apparent progress on 
convincin!' Gorbnchev lo further liberalize 
the U.S.S.R.'• human-rlahta and emigra
tion policies. 

(An unsanctioned international rights 
forum convened with great difficulty in The Gorbachcvs hosted a dinner for the 
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